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Like everyone, I had hoped that by now business
would be booming and we would be looking
forward to a prosperous 2015. In fact, the
recovery remains tentative. Printer sales have
recovered this year – businesses couldn’t put off
upgrades for ever – but the pressure on prices
has depressed the value of sales. And that trend
won’t be easy to reverse. In fact, many expect it
to extend to MPS, which is in danger of becoming
commoditised as more resellers offer entry-level
managed services (see our 2015 predictions
starting on page 20).
The real prize as Toshiba told resellers at its last
T360 event (see page 42) lies in solutions sales –
understanding customer pain points and developing a
complete solution. Incredibly, paper remains a major bugbear. Everyone knows the benefits of digitisation, but very
few businesses have made much headway in transforming
their document processes. As we reveal on page 32,
two thirds of organisations have either not begun their
transition to paper-free workflows or are still less than
10% of the way to achieving their goal. That represents a
big opportunity. If you don’t seize it, someone else will.
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Olivetti’s new mono A4 MFPs
punch above their weight
when it comes to data security
To contact your local supplier call us on 01908 547896
or go to our website: www.olivettiuk.com
or email: a.stafford@olivetti.com
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PANASONIC KX-MB2100 SERIES
MULTIFUNCTIONAL PRINTERS
EXPLORE THIS HIGH-SPEED SERIES TODAY.
For more information on the full range of Panasonic Printers, Scanners and MFPs simply visit
http://business.panasonic.co.uk/communication-solutions or call 0207 022 6530.
Panasonic System Communications Company Europe, Panasonic House, Willoughby Road, Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 8FP
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If you’re looking for multifunctional printers that
deliver high-speed performance and low-cost
value, Panasonic’s new KX-MB2100 series
gives you precisely what you’re looking for.
With 24ppm quick duplexing, reduced paper
use and a quick-job key for fast operation,
these impressive new models unlock the door
to improved productivity in every office setting.
Available from:

www.betadistribution.com

01732 759725
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Printer sales up again
as prices fall
Sales of printers and MFPs in Western European grew strongly in
the third quarter of 2014 – the sixth consecutive quarter of positive
growth – as prices continued to fall.
The latest IDC Worldwide Quarterly Hardcopy Peripherals Tracker shows
that unit sales were up 2% or 118,000 units compared to the same period
last year, but that strong pricing pressure caused the overall value of hardware
shipments to fall.
Sales of MFPs grew by 2.8%, driven by rising demand for colour devices,
while those of single-function printers fell by 1.2%. MFPs accounted for more
than four out of five (80.8%) of the 5.87 million print devices shipped.
From a technology perspective, laser sales were flat, while inkjet sales
grew by 2.8%. The business inkjet sector grew strongly with shipments up
10.9%.
The UK market outperformed the market overall, with sales growth of
7.8% and year-on-year increases in both inkjet and laser markets. However,
following very strong shipments in the first half of the year, sales of business
inkjets contracted by 11.2%.
www.idc.com

Better mobility and security
HP has enhanced its security and mobility portfolio with a new version of
HP ePrint Enterprise (version 4.0), which brings mobile printing to Windows
8-enabled smartphones for the first time, and a new version of HP Access
Control (version 14.2), which brings secure authentication, secure pull
printing, job accounting and intelligent device management to the HP
OfficeJet Pro X and Enterprise X series of business inkjet printers.

MSP Vissensa adds
secure cloud printing
services to its offering
Managed services company Vissensa and
print management solutions company
Ubiquitech A/S have joined forces to
provide secure, simple, on-demand printing
to today's more mobile workers.
They are jointly providing cloud-based printing
services hosted on Vissensa’s secure IBM system
zLinux platform and Ubiquitech’s Enterprise Print
Linux Server solution.
The solution enables clients to manage printer
estates securely from a centralised print service
and print to a specific device on-demand, rather
than waiting in a printer buffer or printing to a
device in another location.
Erik Ejdrup, VP of Sales for Ubiquitech,
said “We are seeing a major shift in the way
companies procure and manage their printer
estates. The cost of consumables is usually the
most visible factor, but increasingly the focus is
on the hidden costs of workforce productivity,
helpdesk and support when drivers and printers
have to be downloaded or configured.”
He added: “When you include the security
of print and an inability to control much of the
printing task once the user has sent the print job,
there are massive savings to be made if the right
solution is deployed. We believe that Vissensa’s
cloud platform is the best solution for this service.”
Steve Groom, CEO of Vissensa, said:
“Ubiquitech is a great example of the type of
solution that MSPs like Vissensa can offer as an
extension to a range of IT services. In this case,
Vissensa was an ideal partner for Ubiquitech as
our new zLinux Mainframe can offer cloud printing
services for large-scale printer estates alongside
multi-tenant one or two printer services for SMBs.”
www.ubiquitech.com
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Speedy scanning

Letters decline slows
Letter volumes fell again in the first half of this
year but by less than Royal Mail was expecting
due to the improving economy. The Group's
half year results show that in the six months to
28 September 2014, addressed letter volumes
decreased by 3%, compared to an expected
decline of 4-6%. Overall, letter revenue was up
1% to £2,242 million, primarily due to election
mailings.

To help managed print service customers make
the transition from paper-based to paper-less
processes, Kyocera Document Solutions UK Ltd has
added six high-speed Fujitsu document scanners
to its portfolio. These
range from the mobile,
wireless ScanSnap
iX100 (£183 ex VAT)
to the high speed
fi-6800 capable
of scanning
130 pages per
minute
(£12,795
ex VAT).

Little appetite for
cloud-based printing
New research from the Cloud Industry
Forum reveals a slow uptake of cloudbased print and file management among
UK businesses.
The survey of 250 IT decision-makers found
that one in five (19%) organisations that have
a file and print management service host it in
the cloud, with a further 17% planning to do
so in the near future. The remaining 63% have
no plans to move this function to the cloud,
preferring to keep it in-house.
Andrew Smith, Head of Professional Services at
Annodata, is surprised there isn’t greater appetite

for cloud-based print given the central role the
printed page still has in today’s enterprises.
“There’s clearly momentum in this space,
but it’s surprising to see that cloud-based print
and file management isn’t even on the radar of
so many businesses. Print and file management
languishes at the bottom third of IT directors’
priorities and is too often thought of as trivial,
yet it’s integral to the well running of a host of
other business functions. Moreover, it’s one of the
functions that stands to benefit most by being
hosted in the cloud,” he said.
www.annodata.co.uk
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New partnerships aid
migration from
paper to digital for
Xerox MPS customers
Xerox is strengthening its managed print services (MPS)
offering through partnerships with Hyland and Datawatch that
will enable customers to accelerate their migration from paper
to digital.
Partnering with Hyland, the creator of automated workflow and
content management solution OnBase, will help Xerox customers in
diverse industries improve their day-to-day effectiveness by simplifying
key business processes, such as customer on-boarding, loan origination,
account opening, claims administration and patient registration.
The agreement with Datawatch will enable Xerox customers in the retail
sector to automate supply chain processes between distribution centres
and stores. Using existing data feeds, Datawatch creates a totally paperless
solution, removing manual, error-prone administrative activities.
Mike Feldman, president of Large Enterprise Operations, Xerox, said:
“Enterprises know the value of digitalisation and are looking for ways to
get there faster. Partnering with Hyland and Datawatch further strengthens
our Next Generation Managed Print Services offering, which is all about
moving organisations closer to a more digital, productive and paper-less
work environment.” www.xerox.com

Secure print embedded
OKI Europe has expanded the range of solutions available for its
OKI MC700 Series, MB700 Series and the ES94x5 MFP Series with
the launch of FollowMe Embedded from Ringdale and Watchdoc
from Doxense.
FollowMe Embedded for MFPs featuring OKI’s smart Extendable Platform
(sXP) is claimed to significantly reduce installation and ongoing support for
channel partners and their customers.
Jan Bollmann, Vice President of Engineering, Ringdale, said: “The
FollowMe Embedded client is integrated directly into the native functionality
of the OKI OpenPlatform-enabled MFPs, enabling complete control over
print, copy, scan and fax functions from the
MFP’s front panel.”
Watchdoc for OKI sXP devices provides an
accurate picture of all print-related activities and
associated costs and offers the tools to manage
activity based on the requirements of each
individual or department including user access
rights (for example, to print in colour, to copy or
to fax). Users select the pages they wish to print
on OKI MFPs, using a secure card or PIN for
authentication.

Print less with Xerox
In addition to its agreements with Hyland
and Datawatch, Xerox has launched two
new paper-saving solutions of its own.
These are:
n Digital Alternatives for Windows PCs and Apple
iPads, which enables users to read, annotate, sign,
share, sync and save documents digitally – all
through the same interface; and
n The Xerox Print Awareness Tool, which monitors
individual office workers' printing habits and uses
gamification techniques, such as peer competition
and incentives, to encourage them to print less.
www.xerox.co.uk

The Xerox WorkCentre
4265 works in tandem
with Xerox’s Next
Generation of Managed
Print Services.

Serverless solutions for a
smaller footprint
Lexmark has announced new serverless solutions that
enable smart MFP users to streamline business processes
without spending money on servers that require
management and consume energy. These include:
• Lexmark Serverless Print Release, a paper-saving
secure print solution;
• Lexmark AccuRead Automate, which captures,
automatically classifies and routes information; and
• Lexmark Print Management, which allows users
of mobile devices to print directly into their print release queue using the native
print features of iOS. www.lexmark.co.uk

Balreed extends
South-West regional hub
Balreed has taken on more space in its
Bristol office to support growing demand
for Managed Services and Production
Print Systems and to accommodate a new
Innovations area where visitors can see the
latest digital print engines in action.
Mark Walters, Manager of the Bristol operation, said: “We had outgrown our
original office. This investment will allow us to accommodate our growing workforce
and help us maintain our industry-leading standards of Managed Services.”
Nationally, Balreed has taken on almost 60 new members of staff this year.

One million views

Canon UK invests in the next generation

The YouTube channel of online printer specialist
Printerbase has notched up more than one million
views since being established in 2010. The channel
delivers expert advice, in-depth reviews and clear,
concise information on all aspects of print, including
unboxing, overview and review videos for all new
printers.
www.youtube.com/Printerbase

A scheme set up to prepare students in
East Lothian for the world of work has
been extended to an additional two
academies.
The Community Benefits project established
in 2012 by Canon in partnership with East
Lothian Council has proved so successful at Knox
Academy that it is now being extended to Dunbar
Grammar School and Ross Academy.
The initiative aims to improve students’
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chances of gaining employment after leaving
school by getting local businesses to provide
insights on the attributes they look for in
potential candidates, for example by arranging
mock interviews.
Since the launch of the programme, 92.8%
of Knox Academy leavers aged 16+ have
successfully entered full-time employment after
finishing their education.
www.canon.co.uk
01732 759725
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Ricoh opens Customer
Experience Centre
Ricoh has opened a European centre of
excellence for production print in the Ricoh
Products Ltd. factory in Telford.
Featuring working solutions from Ricoh and its
partners, the Ricoh Customer Experience Centre
for production print will enable Ricoh customers
to see a variety of end-to-end processes and
workflows as they might exist in their own
facilities.
The Centre can also be used by Ricoh partners
to facilitate the joint development of integrated
solutions offering a seamless client workflow.
Stephen Palmer, Ricoh UK Head of Production
Print, said: “This new Customer Experience
Centre reinforces Ricoh’s commitment to the UK
print production market and will demonstrate
our manufacturing excellence across multiple
platforms and markets.”
The new European centre complements
Ricoh’s new global Customer Innovation Centre in
Boulder, Colorado, USA.
www.ricoh.co.uk

Changing Times
National Conference
Integra Office Solutions’ Changing
Times National Conference held at
The East Midlands Conference Centre
on 20 November focused on an everchanging business environment and new
opportunities for growth.
More than 100 delegates and 70 supplier
partners came together to discuss and debate
changing times in the office products and IT
industries, explore new opportunities and discover
how to maximise these in order to ensure ongoing
success.
The itinerary included a motivational address
from former professional poker player Caspar
Berry; keynote addresses from industry stalwarts
Sean Starkey, Managing Director of Durable UK,
and Nigel Morris, Marketing Director of Beta
Distribution; business sessions on planning for
growth and margin management; and time to
tour the supplier exhibition.
In the evening, over 230 delegates attended
the Changing Times Black Tie Gala Dinner and
awards ceremony.
www.integra-office.co.uk
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Pride of ZenOffice Awards 2014
ZenOffice has recognised the dedication of
two team members for their outstanding
contributions to charity.
These are Account Manager Karen Clarke, who
has run the Race for Life on numerous occasions,
completed the Tough Mudder twice and undertaken
a parachute jump, all for Cancer Research; and
Finance Assistant Toni Rothwell, who is the driving
force behind many of the company’s fundraising
activities.
Managing Director Les Kerr said: “Karen,
Toni and all the employees who participate and
contribute to charities and good causes are an
absolute credit to the company. ZenOffice has
committed to raising £10,000 for the Cancer
Research UK More Tomorrows charity and we are
confident we will achieve this target by June 2015.”

2r Systems is Olivetti’s
first ‘Best for Solutions’
Dealer
Bedfordshire-based 2r Systems has qualified
as Olivetti UK’s first ‘Best for Solutions’
Dealer.
The accreditation shows that 2r Systems is fully
qualified to provide consultation and support in
managed print services, document archiving and
other solutions in Olivetti’s wide-ranging portfolio.
It enables the dealer to differentiate itself from
other solutions providers and gives customers
complete confidence in 2r Systems’ capabilities.
2r Systems Managing Director Richard Finch
said: “Being awarded Best for Solutions means that
Olivetti’s smaller dealers have an equal opportunity
to support the Olivetti products to the highest
possible standard.”
Dennis Woods, Managing Director of Olivetti
UK, said: “Any customer who works with an
Olivetti Best for Solutions Dealer will be safe in
the knowledge that they are dealing with a fully
trained, highly professional company that they
know they can trust to provide them with the very
best expertise and support from day one of their
working partnership. I congratulate the 2r Systems
team; they have proved that commitment to
training pays dividends.”
www.2rsystems.com

www.cancerresearchuk.org

NETBOX Digital
looking to expand
NETBOX Digital is on the take-over trail
as it aims to drive further growth through
the acquisition of compatible copier and
IT services companies.
The Rochester-based print, copy and scan
business has increased its turnover by more
than 130% over the past four years and in
2014, for the second year running, made it into
the Top 10 of the Kent Business Mega Growth
50 league table of successful businesses.
Managing Director Paul Crewe said:
“The next few years are critical for us and we
are not going to rest on our proverbial laurels.
To go to the next stage, where we are turning
over £10 or £20 million plus, we need to
acquire businesses and run them the NETBOX
Digital way.”
To help achieve its aims, NETBOX Digital
plans to expand into the highly lucrative IT
Services sector and become a one-stop-shop
for IT solutions, as well as print, copy and scan
solutions.
www.NETBOXdigital.com

Toshiba Tec merges
MFP and BCP divisions
Toshiba Tec is merging its European MFP and
Barcode Printing (BCP) divisions into a unified
Toshiba Printing Solutions Business division. The
process is expected to be complete by March 31,
2015. Toshifumi Matsumoto, Deputy Managing
Director of Global Solutions Business Group, said:
“The new MFP and BCP combination presents
a significant opportunity to jointly bring our
hardware and software products, services and
customer support to the next level.”
www.toshibatec.co.uk
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Tech Data to distribute
IRIS scanners
Tech Data has been appointed distributor for IRIS’s full range of
home, mobile and handheld scanners. Mark Glasspool, Director
of Printing, PC Components and Accessories at Tech
Data UK, said: “It’s a really excellent line-up that has
something for every kind of user. IRIS’s products are
really attractive and broad in terms of their appeal,
so we are expecting to see healthy demand for them
from retailers and online sellers. They demonstrate
well too, so they are a great product to show customers
and something that will grab attention and get people talking. We’re quite excited about the prospects.”
www.techdata.co.uk

Toshiba and Stratas
donate MFP to Bowel
Cancer UK
Toshiba TEC and technology partner Stratas
have donated an e-STUDIO2550CSE colour
MFP worth £13,000 to Bowel Cancer UK.
The MFP had been used at this year’s Charity IT
Leaders (CITL) Conference to enable delegates to
print from their mobile devices, and after the event
Stratas decided to donate it to a charity nominated
by speakers.
Rob Holyoake, Director at Stratas, said: “Ian
Williamson, ICT Director at UNICEF UK, gave a very
moving speech about bowel cancer and all of the
delegates attending agreed that Bowel Cancer UK
should be the charity to receive this product.”
Stratas installed the e-STUDIO2550CSE at
Bowel Cancer UK’s London headquarters where it
has already made a difference to people’s working
practices.
Natasha Romain, Bowel Cancer UK Corporate
Partnerships Executive, said: “Everyone has
commented on how easy it is to use, and knowing
that we have such a reliable machine in the office
allows us to concentrate on the important work we
are doing in raising awareness of bowel cancer.”

VOW has announced plans for the Green Light
2015 reseller event taking place at the Hilton
Metropole, Birmingham on Friday 23 January
2015. The event is expected to attract more than
350 resellers and over 100 exhibitors, including
suppliers and service and system providers. It will
offer a mix of inspirational and practical talks,
seminars, workshops, networking opportunities
and an exhibition. The event will be open to every
UK reseller regardless of their relationship with
VOW. Visitors will be encouraged to ‘Get Switched
On’ and embrace MPS, Technology, Facilities
Supplies, Furniture and Traditional Office Products.

ASL signs with The Posh
Cambridge-based Automated Systems Ltd
(ASL) has extended its 10-year relationship
with Peterborough United Football Club by
signing a three-year Managed Print Services
contract with the League One club.
Peterborough United, also known as ‘The Posh’,
was formed in 1934 and is managed by Darren
Ferguson, son of Sir Alex Ferguson.
For the duration of the new contract, ASL will
be the official match ball sponsor for two games
per season. It will also be holding a match day
bucket collection for the company’s chosen charity,
East Anglia’s Children’s Hospices (EACH), on 28th
December 2014 when PUFC play Doncaster Rovers.
EACH supports families and cares for children
and young people with life-threatening conditions
across Cambridgeshire, Essex, Norfolk and Suffolk.
EACH's care and support is tailored to the needs
of all family members and delivered where the
families wish – in their own home, at hospital, in the
community or at one of three hospices in East Anglia.
www.asl-group.co.uk • www.each.org.uk/

Lack of It skills drives
services outsourcing
growth
The size of the professional IT services
outsourcing market is predicted to quadruple
over the next 12 months, growing to more
than 60% of the total channel services
market, according to new research by
Comms-care, a provider of outsourced IT
services for the channel community.
More than half (52%) of channel businesses
specified the need for ‘specialist IT skills’ and
‘offering an enhanced services proposition’ as the
top drivers for outsourcing over the next 12 months.
Just one in 10 channel businesses is motivated to
outsource by cost savings.
Comms-care Professional Services Director,
Simon Day said: “Our research highlights that
the rise of IT professional services isn’t just a
coincidence, but a positive move by businesses to
offer an enhanced service to their customers, as the
need to adopt new technologies rapidly grows.”
www.comms-care.com
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Switch on with VOW

Photo shows (left to right): ASL Account Manager
Anton Sambrook and Alex Harris, Commercial
Manager at Peterborough United FC.

MSP market competitive
but healthy
The latest Managed Service Provider (MSP)
Global Pricing Survey from cloud-based
IT management software provider Kaseya
reveals a healthy global MSP market,
albeit with greater levels of competition.
The report, based on a survey of nearly 700
MSP firms in more than 30 countries, provides
insight into what managed service providers
currently offer, how they price key services and
how the business of offering managed services
has changed over the past year.
One of the key trends is that higher-growth
MSPs are pricing higher, going after larger deals
and implementing value-based pricing with their
customers. They are also providing advanced
services that lower growth counterparts don't
offer as frequently.
Another trend is heightened competition. For
every category of managed service included in the
2013 survey, the percentage of 2014 respondents
offering those services increased significantly.
Network and Connectivity Support, Monitoring
Client IT Service Levels and Cloud Monitoring
services showed the most dramatic increases.
Currently, less than 10% of respondents offer
full Mobile Device Management (MDM) and Bring
Your Own Device Management (BYOD) services,
although over 20% plan to offer mobile device
management within the next six months.
The Kaseya MSP Global Pricing Survey Report
can be downloaded from http://web.kaseya.
com/2014MSPPricingSurvey.html
01732 759725
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Prostate awareness
Following a successful Movember, when a majority of Balreed’s
male employees grew moustaches to raise awareness of
prostate cancer, the company has arranged for a prostate
cancer roadshow to visit each of its UK offices. From January,
all staff and their families will be invited to learn more about
prostate cancer and take a PSA (Prostate-Specific Antigen) test.

3D print an opportunity
to diversify
A traditional reprographics firm in Italy
has breathed new life into its business
by enhancing its existing 2D printing and
binding offering with low-cost, full-colour,
desktop, paper-based 3D printing from Mcor
technologies.
The adoption of Mcor’s SDL (Selective
Deposition Lamination) 3D printing technology
has enabled Digicopy to offer new products and
services to a broader customer base, helping it to
develop new sources of revenue and expand its
operations.
Eugenio Costa, Digicopy Marketing and
Development, said: “We believe 3D printing will
enable us to offer entirely new products and services
to an expanded customer base. We selected Mcor
3D printers because of their professional quality,
superior full-colour capabilities and eco- and officefriendliness compared to other 3D printers.”
Now, the Mcor Technologies Certified Reseller
doesn’t just sell Mcor 3D printers, it also offers
full-service 3D printing and scanning services,
enabling customers to 3D print objects right in
the store.
“We mainly 3D print models developed by
university students for their thesis work – 1,000
students 3D printed a variety of models last
month alone – as well as prototypes for designers
and stylists, including some famous fashion firms,”
said Costa.
Under the group name Ethesis srl, Digicopy
now has shops near each of Milan’s three
universities (Cattolica, Bicocca, Statale) plus a
production centre close to Bicocca University.
Mcor Technologies Ltd manufactures the only
3D printers to use ordinary office paper as the
build material.
www.mcortechnologies.com

Personal touch drives
growth of lettrs
Combining the benefits of digital messaging
with the personal touch and longevity of a
handwritten letter, social messaging platform
lettrs has raised $1.5 million of private
funding, opened a Brooklyn HQ and released
free iPhone and native iPad applications as
an extension to its established Android app.
The platform for mobile-to-mobile letter writing
boasts the market's first ‘social signature’, which
enables writers to hand-sign their messages, select
writing filters and attach photos and tags.
The iOS app includes a collection of designer
themes; geo-location stamping of signed lettrs,
including photo attachments; a one-stop letter
centre for organising personal and public letters;
a tagging system for easy searching and sorting;
and internal advertising space to promote in-lettrs
events and personalities.
Within three months of launching the Android
app, lettrs had achieved close to 1 million downloads.
Lettrs co-founder and CEO Drew Bartkiewicz
said: “The disposable messaging apps today are a
joke, nothing more than digital crack for society’s
youth. Our company is committed to transforming
the future of written communication and to power
the lasting mobile letters we knew the world
could write, even in a fully mobile network. lettrs
is engaging the permanent words in social, with
a wildly popular response to counter secret and
superfluous messages.”

Kofax acquires SignDoc
Kofax, a leading provider of smart process
applications for customer interactions,
has acquired Softpro GmbH, a provider of
signature verification, fraud prevention and
electronic signature software and services.
The acquisition will enable Kofax customers to
implement streamlined, fully digital end-to-end
processes using e-signatures instead of ‘wet ink’
signatures on printed documents.
SignDoc, Softpro’s electronic signature
software, offers click-to-sign and physical
signature capture, signature verification and fraud
detection. It is available for on-premise or cloud
deployments and processes over 200 million
electronic signatures annually.
Reynolds C. Bish, Chief Executive Officer of
Kofax, said: “Softpro has established itself as a
trusted solution provider with many of the world’s
largest banks, leading financial institutions,
retailers and government agencies in more
than 50 countries. Its software offers enhanced
capabilities to Kofax customers who want to
embed it within their smart process applications.”
Forrester Research says electronic signatures
are gaining momentum as prices fall and
businesses seek to reduce transaction costs and
speed up processes. In its report, The Forrester
Wave: E-Signatures, it states: “Enterprise
architects should include e-signature as part
of an overall enterprise content management
(ECM) and business process management (BPM)
strategy, making it a foundational technology
along with records management, eDiscovery and
other content services used across all lines of
business.”

SignDoc on a Samsung tablet

Christmas jumpers for good
UTAX (UK) Ltd threw its weight behind
Save the Children’s Christmas Jumper
Day on Friday, December 12th, when
its 47 employees each paid £2 to ‘help
make the world better with a sweater’.
Staff are building on this initiative by
volunteering to wear ‘onesies’ to work on
the Friday before Christmas. Supporters can
contribute £2 to UTAX’s fund-raising effort
by texting TEAMUTAXMAS to 70050.
PRINTITRESELLER.UK

UTAX (UK) MD Shaun Wilkinson said:
“Christmas is a time to reflect on those who aren’t
as fortunate as us and when you think that just £1
could buy antibiotics to treat three new-born babies
with potentially deadly infections and £2 could
buy 18 sachets of oral rehydration treatment for
children suffering from life-threatening diarrhoea,
this is an important campaign to support. And with
match funding from the Government, the donations
could help twice as many children.”
9
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Diary Date
Remanexpo, Paperworld 2015
Frankfurt, Germany
January 31 – February 3, 2015

Five stars for FollowMe
by Ringdale
Buyers Laboratory LLC (BLI), an
independent evaluator of document
solutions, has given the latest release of
FollowMe by Ringdale a Five-Star Rating
on the strength of its ability to reduce
costs by controlling output.
FollowMe version 6.1 boasts a number of
enhancements that enable customers to reduce
network print traffic by up to 90%, improve
print performance and simplify office and mobile
printing environments.
These include:
n The Universal Document Printing Engine,
a universal print driver that uses the XPS
document format to remove the need for vendorspecific drivers, improve output speeds and
reduce the size of raw document and print data
traversing a network;
n Google Cloud Print support for secure
FollowMe Printing from Google Cloud Printenabled smartphones, tablets and Chromebooks,
with integrated accounting and tracking on a per
user basis;
n Comprehensive reporting, including integrated
workflow logging to track user behaviour, from
the point of printing to the time of release; and
n New authentication options, including support
for multi-factor authentication, such as a card
plus PIN, and the ability to enforce rules relating
to the use of temporary cards.
www.followme.ringdale.com

Following last year’s record exhibitor and
visitor numbers (since its integration into
the stationery and office supplies exhibition
Paperworld), Remanexpo has been revamped
and extended with a lecture programme and
industry awards ceremony.
The exhibition of remanufactured and compatible
printer supplies is being moved from Hall 3.1 to the
newly renovated Hall 6.0 near the Torhaus Entrance
and S-Bahn station and is expected to build on the
success of last year’s event.
Leading international players exhibiting in
January 2015 include Armor (France), Jet Tec/
DCI (Great Britain), Katun (The Netherlands), OCP
GmbH (Germany), Pedro Schöller Printservice
(Germany), Static Control (USA) and Uninet Imaging
Europe (Spain).
Phil Sneath, Commercial Director of Jet Tec/
DCI, said: “We are of the opinion that Remanexpo
is of inestimable value as a way of making contact
with potential customers and meeting international
wholesalers and importers for our recycled ink-jet
and toner cartridges. We expect an even bigger and
better event in 2015, particularly in the light of the
new location in Hall 6.0.”
In addition to the exhibition itself, Remanexpo
will be hosting an extensive lecture programme
and The Recycler industry award ceremony on
February 1, 2015.
www.messefrankfurt.com

Viva Las Vegas!
DSales (UK) Ltd, the UK distributor for
Develop multifunctional document imaging
systems, recently took 20 top sales people
from 10 dealers on a trip to Las Vegas in
recognition of their sales performance from
May to August 2014.

Develop dealers assemble prior to the
NASCAR racing experience.

Velmex to distribute
OKI printers
OKI Systems UK has appointed Velmex as a
distributor of its full range of graphic arts
products and solutions including the groundbreaking ES9431 and ES9541 devices.
The specialist distributor will promote, sell and
implement OKI solutions through its UK-based
professional reseller network and will also work
alongside OKI’s channel team to develop the
vendor’s existing reseller partners.
Simon Tetlow, OKI Systems UK head of channel,
said: “Not only does Velmex have more than 20
years’ experience as a specialist in supplying highquality printers within this niche market; they also
offer a wide range of software and services and
support a head office in London and a showroom in
Manchester. We are looking to forward to working
with them to further develop our capability in this
rapidly developing marketplace.”
www.oki.co.uk
The winners of DSales’ most recent promotion
enjoyed a four-day trip, staying at the luxurious
five-star Wynn Hotel on South Las Vegas
Boulevard. Highlights included ATV driving in the
Mohave Desert; shooting automatic weapons;
NASCAR racing at the Las Vegas Speedway; and a
sunset helicopter trip to the Grand Canyon.
Jonathan Whitworth, Managing Director of
DSales, said: “They say what goes on in Vegas,
stays in Vegas, but I don’t think I would be telling
any tales if I said we had a fabulous trip with
memories that will last a lifetime. When you see
the sun setting on the Grand Canyon and then fly
back to Las Vegas at dusk as the city lights up, it’s
a terrific experience.”
www.dsales.eu

Kyocera employees have starring role in new ads
KYOCERA Document Solutions UK is
refreshing its brand image with a £1 million
advertising campaign that puts its own
employees centre-stage.
Rob Attryde, Head of Marketing at KYOCERA,
said: “Extensive research showed that our
traditional brand messages were losing traction
and we were considering what could be a
significant differentiator for our business in the UK.
Research and feedback suggested that our people
are the common denominator of our success over
the last three years and as an authentic brand we
10

decided to use our own people in our new brand
images.
“We asked for staff volunteers and set up a
photo shoot in our Head Office earlier this year.
These images will appear across our advertising
(online, out-of-home, print), event stands, eDM,
websites, PR and marketing collateral so that every
element of our marketing communications will be
telling the KYOCERA story. What’s great for the
people involved is that their contribution to the
company and its growth is recognised and will be
highlighted in our marketing activity.”
01732 759725

Advertorial

small title

MULTI-DOCUMENT,
HIGH SPEED,
COLOUR SCANNING

Ad Panasonic II

PANASONIC KV-S10X7 MULTI-DOCUMENT,
MULTI-TASKING COLOUR SCANNERS
If you want to save time and increase productivity, the new compact KV-S10X7 range from
Panasonic is the ideal solution. With enhanced scanning speed and paper feed capability,
multiple size and material scanning in one, and one-touch functionality for a vast array
of documents, it’s the very latest in scanning technology.
Get high-speed, high-performance results today.

Available from:

For more information, please visit
business.panasonic.co.uk
www.midwich.com

For more information on the full range of Panasonic Printers, Scanners and MFPs simply visit
http://business.panasonic.co.uk/communication-solutions or call 0207 022 6530.
PRINTITRESELLER.UK
Panasonic System Communications Company Europe, Panasonic House, Willoughby Road, Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 8FP

www.spigraph.co.uk
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Print service for hoteliers
A hotel marketing agency and specialist
printer have launched a dedicated print
service designed to meet the printing
needs of hotels. Developed by In2Print and
Journey, Hotel Print provides marketing
and collateral design work as well as print
fulfilment.
Simon Bullingham, Managing Director of
Journey, said: “As hospitality marketing specialists,
we’re keenly aware of our clients’ needs. One
thing we have noticed during our extensive
interaction with the industry is the extraordinary
quantities of printed material that a hotel needs to
function efficiently. The requirements are myriad.
From promotional brochures to room service
booklets and ‘do not disturb’ door hangers, the
need for printed material is wide and varied.”

Central to Hotel Print is a specially adapted
Print Management System (PMS) that allows
individual hotels to manage their requirements
easily and efficiently and, where necessary, make
modifications to printed material.
In the case of larger hotel chains this can
be done without affecting brand identity, as
the PMS can be set up to allow individual hotel
management teams to change certain fields, such
as addresses, room numbers, telephone numbers
and staff names, without modifying branding or
design work.
As part of the service, prospective clients can
take advantage of a free print audit to identify
print overspend and explore more cost-effective
print solutions.
www.hotel-print.co.uk

Stylish and interactive
Arjo Wiggins is adding interactivity to all the
papers in its Creative Papers range, including
Conqueror, Curious, Pop Set and Rives.
The new Alive branding denotes creative papers
that have a laminated layer of PowerCoat paper
incorporating printed electronics.
The combination enables brand owners to
marry premium quality aesthetics on packaging,
cards, corporate communications, labelling and
advertising with NFC-enabled interactivity for a
more engaging customer experience.
Arjo Wiggins writes: “Cost-effective paperbased printed circuitry can be used to reveal
instructions or ingredients in an unlimited range of
languages; take customers to a dedicated website
or online promotion; personalise a product; or
facilitate instant sharing via any of the social

media channels. All it takes is a quick scan with an
NFC-enabled mobile device, which gives creatives
carte-blanche to use the fine paper surface to
communicate their client's brand.”
Alive papers can also be used instead of swing
tickets and RFID tags to deter shop-lifting, facilitate
stock control, deliver a raft of useful information or
loyalty-building offers and reassure customers that
a product is genuine.
Powercoat manages to do this without the use
of environmentally damaging PET plastics. Thanks
to a unique cellulosic formulation and patented
coating process, PowerCoat is FSC-certified,
biodegradable and recyclable. Like ordinary paper, it
can be folded, cut, shaped, torn and even burned to
create a desired effect.
www.powercoatpaper.com/powercoat/alive/

The easy way to find your
favourite magazine
MyKIOSK.com is the latest example of how
digital tools are being harnessed to support
the printed word.
A search engine for magazines, it enables
internet users in Germany (and soon Austria and
Switzerland) to locate the nearest stockist of their
favourite newspaper or magazine, saving much
frustration and legwork, especially for readers of
minority interest titles.
Users simply enter their location (or allow their
location to be determined) via a web broswer
or smartphone app and select the magazine
they want. With one click, the nearest stockists
are displayed on a Google map. The database
also contains information about how much the
magazine costs, the current issue, the date of
publication and how often it appears.
MyKIOSK.com is backed by the Federal
Association of Press Wholesalers whose members
provide data on orders placed by retailers every
day. This ensures that the information it provides is
always up-to-date. The service currently covers up to
5,000 magazines and 110,000 retailers in Germany.
One interesting possibility for publishers is the
option to integrate links or QR codes into their
adverts. This would enable someone standing at a
bus stop who sees a poster ad for a new magazine
to scan the QR code to find the location of the
nearest store that has the magazine in stock.
www.MYKIOSK.com

Balreed helps CYC set up 24/7 print centre
Setting up and running a 24-hour print centre is a big step for any business, but for CYC
Logistics it was made a lot easier by the decision to outsource the running of the facility to
Balreed, an independent provider of print technology and managed services.
Balreed has provided the international courier and marketing fulfilment company with three new high
speed mono digital presses, taken over the servicing of two more colour presses and provided skilled
production print operators to run the new facility and turn-around global client projects overnight.
Nicky Hayes, Director of CYC, said: “We chose Balreed because we needed a print partner who we
could rely on. We can now help our clients create campaigns based on data analysis and profiling and then
produce fully customised documents on the new presses. Other suppliers don’t have the same ability at the
front and back end of the campaign, and they lose control of the quality as a result.”
He added: “Since we built the print operation, our volume has grown significantly. We can react to
clients immediately, at any hour, and produce fully finished output which can be dispatched immediately.”
CYC offers a single source solution to corporate communications, including design and data analysis;
printing, personalisation and finishing; and controlled distribution to the desk, doorstep or inbox.
12
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Lexmark opens up sales
opportunities for partners
Martin Fairman, Channel Sales Director, Lexmark UK & Ireland
Channel partners are always looking for new sales
opportunities to increase profit and deliver more valueadded service to their customers. This is why Lexmark has
created the Solutions Advantage Programme to provide
a clear and defined path to enable its partners to achieve
this goal.
With the Solutions Advantage Programme, Lexmark’s partners
are empowered to become their customers’ preferred vendor for
solutions that go beyond printing. The programme is created to
help partners achieve their business objectives whilst enjoying
exclusive advantages. These include the free provision of fulllicensed software to equip demo output devices, as well as
comprehensive training on Lexmark’s solutions line.
“Lexmark is evolving as an organisation from one that provides
hardware and services to an end-to-end solutions provider. As
such we need to help our channel partners to join us on this
journey. The Solutions Advantage Programme provides our
partners, at every level, with a consistent, formalised framework
that supports them in this solution-driven transformation,” said
Martin Fairman, Channel Sales Director at Lexmark UK and Ireland.

The programme is divided into three tiers: Entry, Advanced and
Premier. These will run in conjunction with the Lexmark Channel
Value Programme.
The Entry level is a comprehensive offering of support. It
provides partners who traditionally focus on hardware, services
and supplies, with training webinars and access to the Lexmark
Virtual Solutions Centre.
The Advanced tier builds on this to include face-to-face
technical training, access to more advanced solutions (such as
Lexmark Print Management Premise), special bid pricing for
qualified opportunities, and the ability to equip demo output
devices with free software solutions.
The top level of the programme addresses independent
software vendors (ISVs). As well as all the previous advantages, the
Premier tier provides ISVs with a software development platform to
expand their portfolio of solutions and create whole new business
opportunities.
“Lexmark’s Solutions Advantage Programme offers three clear
tiers to ensures every valued partner has a program tier within
reach, and one to grow into,” Fairman added. “Each tier provides
training and tools which enables every partner to go beyond
printing, and sell solutions that are cost effective to deliver thanks
to Lexmark’s industry-leading experience and technology.”
For more information and to sign up to the programme, please
visit www.lexmark.co.uk or call 0845 601 5955 for more details.

Lexmark Channel Value Programme –
It’s More than a Partner Programme.
A Rewarding Experience.
Lexmark is much MORE than just a print vendor! In fact over the past three years we
have been transforming our global organisation into an IT provider of industry specific
solutions which will enable your customers to save time and money. This makes
selling Lexmark MORE margin rich, develops MORE revenue streams, helping you to
differentiate your company making customers MORE dependent on your business.
So, whether you are, or need support in, selling output devices (printers and MFP’s),
content management software, workflow solutions or Basic Print Services (click/MPS),
Lexmark is here to support you every step of the way.

Join Lexmark’s Channel
Value Programme today
and starting enjoying the
following benefits:
• Dedicated sales support
• Exclusive offers and promotions
• Customisable sales & marketing tools
• Access to Lexmark’s Channel
Advantage Academy
• Access to Lexmark’s Virtual Solutions
Centre
• Ready-to-Go Marketing tools and
materials
and more...

Register now at www.reseller.lexmark.co.uk or contact 01628 518658
PRINTITRESELLER.UK
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Learning to sell and win
with finance
Around eighteen months ago, BNP
Paribas Leasing Solutions introduced
free of charge financial training courses
for sales teams. The course, led by
Andy Milsom, Head of Training and
Partner Development, is designed to
help dealers sell more, by providing
them with the tools they need to
better connect with Financial Directors
and ultimately win larger and more
profitable deals.
Finance Unlocked: how to sell and win
with finance focuses on supporting technology
resellers to adopt
a more strategic
approach to sales
in today’s financial
climate. Milsom says
that BNP Paribas
has worked with
many of the
industry’s major
players including
Balreed, Konica
Minolta,
Danwood
and Principal,
hosting
individual
sessions for
4-15 sales
professionals.

Andy Milsom, Head of Training and Partner
Development, BNP Paribas Leasing Solutions

These explore in-depth how businesses
generate and use finance; explain the benefits
of leasing over cash; and teach delegates how
to use leasing as a strategic sales tool.
“Feedback has been extremely positive,”
said Milsom. “The course is the only one
that’s designed to help sales teams develop
the confidence, knowledge and skillset to
negotiate at a different level. Today, it is the FD
that is driving acquisitions and in order to win,
sales teams need to talk their language and
understand how they make decisions; we’re
showing them how to succeed with that.”
Topics covered include: the importance of
cash flow; cash vs. borrowing (and the benefits
of each); how to assess businesses' financial
performance, balance sheets and P&Ls;
underwriting criteria; and general business
finance issues.
“The ability to demonstrate an in-depth
knowledge of finance; confidently explain buzz
words, such as TCO and ROI; and pitch a deal
in financial terms is helping our partners to win
more business,” said Milsom.
Following the success of the initial half-day
course, BNP Paribas plans to roll out a series
of new, shorter courses focusing on individual
subjects in more detail.
“For example, one of the sessions will
centre on digging deeper into understanding
company accounts and what information you
can glean about a business from these. Another
will focus on MPS and different finance options
including the BNP Paribas We Manage Print
and TVP products,” explained Milsom.
“This gives us the opportunity to revisit
our partners and to fine tune the content, so
it’s tailored to support each dealer’s goals and
strategy,” he said.
www.bnpparibas.co.uk

Olivetti serves up new range of mono A4 MFPs
Olivetti has launched a new range of high speed A4 mono MFPs.
Offering print speeds of 40, 50 and 60 pages per minute, the six
new machines will replace Olivetti's previous range of 40ppm
devices.
The new models are the d-Copia 4003MF and d-Copia 4004MF (40ppm)
for small workgroups; the d-Copia 4003MFPLUS, d-Copia 4004MFPLUS
(40ppm) and d-Copia 5004MF (50ppm) for larger workgroups; and the
d-Copia 6004MF (60ppm) for departmental applications.
All new models except the d-Copia 4003MF/4004MF feature a tiltable
7in colour touchscreen with an intuitive, smartphone-like display and a customisable home screen for
easy operation.
The combination of an optional 1.24 GB hard disk and the embedded JAWS software
development platform for customising the operator display enables users to integrate the MFPs with
personalised company workflows.
All new models are AirPrint-compatible to enable simple printing from mobile iOS devices and
offer enhanced data security through local and network authentication and enhanced network
encryption, including encrypted PDFs. An optional Data Security Kit is compliant with the EAL3
security protocol. www.olivetti.co.uk
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NAPPS UPDATE
Bah humbug – although
I can’t quite be sure
By Aaron Warham,
Director, NAPPS
I had every intention of
using the last issue of the
year to offer my thanks to
the great and the good of
the industry for making
2014 the best NAPPS has ever had. I was
going to thank the majors of the industry
for making the NAPPS Partnership scheme
such a success and for helping to lay the
foundations on which the Association will
build over the next five years.
I was also going to mention that the growing
number of channel members is helping to convince
the UK market that there are companies out there
who know what they are doing, so that the term
professional services will soon become synonymous
with document solutions and not just the IT industry.
There was also a very good chance that I was
going to mention the Association’s affiliate members
who have continued to supply services to the NAPPS
community, giving them an edge and profitability not
normally seen in our industry.
However, just as I was about to do all this, I was
struck by the piece in last month’s Print IT Reseller
which asked our industry’s leading opinion-formers
about jargon and why the demand side of the
industry is having trouble connecting with the
constant stream of three-letter acronyms.
What struck me was that the real problem is
not the abbreviations themselves, but how they are
being used, which inevitably brought me back to
sales technique. The biggest proportion of complaints
NAPPS receives from customers is that they have
been mis-sold to, or as they normally put it, ‘lied to’.
When it comes to confusing abbreviations, the issue
is not as unethical as ‘lying’, but it is just as serious.
A confused buyer - regardless of what level
you are pitching at within an organisation - usually
means a confused seller. If abbreviations are being
used badly and are clouding a sales pitch rather than
demystifying matters, there is a fundamental problem
with how the words are being used.
‘Solution’ has been the key term of the past two,
maybe even three, years in our industry. This is the
biggest signpost that as a whole we are trying to
move towards a more professional way of doing
things. If buyers are confused by terminology, rather
than excited by a company-wide solution, I would
suggest that we have not quite made it to the
promised land of a higher state of professionalism.
Finally, in closing, have a great New Year and
thank you all for making 2014 such a fantastic one.

01732 759725

Generate More Profit
with New Services

HIGHER MARGINS, NEW MARKETS:
MAKING THE MOVE TO MANAGED
NETWORK SERVICES
An N-able Technologies Application Note

With multi-function devices now integrated into many companies’ IT networks, dealers are
uniquely positioned to expand the support they provide their customers — and grow their
business in the process. By adding managed network services to their offerings, multi-function
device dealers can boost their profit margins and attract new customers. What’s needed are
the right frameworks and tools to access this new opportunity — both of which are provided
by N-able Technologies.

With multi-function devices now integrated into many
companies’ IT networks, dealers are uniquely positioned
to expand the support they provide their customers
– and grow their business in the process. By adding
managed network services to their offerings, multifunction device dealers can boost their profit margins
and attract new customers. What’s needed are the right
frameworks and tools to access this new opportunity –
both of which are provided by N-able Technologies.

A MICRO CASE STUDY
A multi-function device dealer struggling
with customer acquisition gained a
differentiating advantage with N-able
Audit Manager. The company was able
to scan customers’ networks and check
device compliance – then offer custom
solutions and services to close any gaps.

Download Higher Margins from
N-able to discover more.

To download your free copy go to:
www.printitreseller.co.uk/N-able/MNS2
or email: whitepapers@prinitreseller.uk

www.n-able.com
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Opportunity in education
Ingram Micro has brought together a complete portfolio of
solutions for the education sector, making it easier for resellers
to address this lucrative market.
Here are the facts – the
UK has 19,000 primary
schools, 3,900 secondary
schools and over 280
universities. In 2014
annual school spending
on computer equipment
will move beyond £600
million pounds. And
total ICT annual
spend is projected
to exceed £2.7
billion.
It’s a massive
opportunity for resellers. Recognising
the commercial opportunity is one thing,
but realising it requires support. This is
precisely why Ingram Micro has launched
a major business development initiative; so
our channel partners, both large and small,
can do just that.
We’re undertaking our first ever
education end-user campaign, helping
schools and colleges to understand the
teaching and learning opportunities of
technology and how to navigate the
complex mix of applications, devices,
infrastructures and services.

Education is changing
“Today’s students are not only fluent in technology; they expect it to be there – at
home and in the classroom. After all, most now have smartphones.
I’ve seen a massive increase in teaching innovations that are starting to
come online – tablets with fun learning apps which are hooking kids in, and
teaching them things without the children even realising they’re learning.
Older students are taking advantage too. Connected college campuses
and virtual learning environments are giving today’s undergraduates the
flexibility they’ll be looking for. Learning is no longer limited to the lecture
theatre.
Of course, it isn’t just the children who benefit. Technology is
revolutionising teaching practices and streamlining classroom
management. It’s also helping schools and colleges reduce
paper, improve their environmental credentials and save
money. All of which are great messages to take to market.”
Spencer Kelly, Broadcaster and technology expert
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To do it, we are engaging directly with
education buyers, answering questions like
“what do education buyers care about?”
and “what are the best selling classroom
and campus technologies?”. All in an effort
to provide commercial insight and drive
demand for reseller partners.
Great deals on the best solutions
Ingram Micro is partnering with leading
vendors to offer a comprehensive range
of education IT solutions – from ProAV,
devices, print & peripherals, through to
infrastructure, software and services.
We’ll bring you the very best deals and,
of course, continue to offer consultancy
and services to support the sale, convert
your prospects and to lend a helping
hand during planning, configuration and
deployment, if required.
Education offers a huge opportunity.
And Ingram Micro is here to ensure you
have everything you need to take full
advantage of it (see right).
The fact that our Learning Live
presentations at October’s SMB Alliance
event were some of the best attended
during the show highlights how important
this emerging market is for partners. So,
too, does the tranche of education-specific
products and services now coming through
from vendors.
Education is a solution sell
The growing margin potential of selling
solutions and services into primary,
secondary and tertiary institutions is a
major attraction for resellers.
According to Intel, revenues are
growing as devices proliferate outside
the traditional PC lab environment –
prompting new opportunities to sell
hardware certainly, but also to deliver
the back-end wireless, server and storage
infrastructures needed to support them all.
Not only this; because much of the
technology is still new to the classroom,
partners can extend relationships by

01732 759725
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offering teacher professional development
– showing professionals how to use and
get the most out of tablets, two-in-one
devices and all the applications students
can now access online and in the cloud.
For example, integrating a solution
like HP Classroom Manager with school
or pupil-owned devices opens up a host
of new connected learning opportunities.
Students work independently on their
devices or collaborate online, while
teachers can set quizzes, evaluate progress
and provide support direct from their own
management terminal.
In addition, new hardware developments
have many applications in education:
n Computers. Ruggedised laptops like
Lenovo’s EDU Series are perfect for a
classroom environment. So, too, are its
range of Tiny Desktop PCs, boasting the
latest processors, innovative productivity
features and iron-clad security options in
an astonishingly small form factor.
n Printers. Energy-efficient business
inkjet printers like Epson’s Workforce Pro
range have the potential to halve the cost
of printing and save schools thousands of
pounds;
n Displays. LG’s 12:9 Curved UltraWide
Monitors allow film and design students
to work across four unique windows on a
single screen.
To view Ingram Micro’s full range
of education solutions, visit
www.imeducation.co.uk
Win a trip to Las Vegas
To help you make the most of these
opportunities, Ingram Micro has created a
wealth of customisable content to support
your education sales, including videos,
articles and electronic and hard copy direct
mail.
All you have to do is download your
asset, add your brand and your customer
outreach is ready to go. It’s the easiest way
to inform, update and engage with ICT
buyers across education.
In doing so, you will earn points for an
opportunity to win an all-expenses-paid trip
to the International Consumer Electronics
Show in Las Vegas in January 2016.
The five resellers with the most points
at the end of the promotion will win a trip
to Las Vegas for themselves and a guest.
To find out more, please visit www.
imeducation.co.uk/unique-id/incentive.

PRINTITRESELLER.UK

Designed for Education
Ingram Micro offers resellers great deals on
the best solutions, plus in-depth knowledge
and support, whatever your customers’
requirements.
ProAV & Digital Signage
Twenty-first century learning has evolved. Teaching
and learning is more interactive and content-driven
than ever. That means demand for ProAV and digital
signage solutions is on the rise. Our dedicated ProAV
and digital signage business unit offers a complete
portfolio, from low end-displays and digital signage
to interactive whiteboards and projectors, with
specialised partner support and access to a dedicated
team of seasoned marketing, sales, business
development and technology professionals.
Devices & The Cloud
Today’s learners are coming out of the classroom,
going virtual and moving into the cloud. To support
this on-campus evolution, Ingram Micro is partnering
with leading hardware manufacturers to support your
client’s device requirements. Our extensive portfolio
offers the choice and affordability that schools and
colleges need, including the widest range of desktops
and notebooks, Chromebooks, tablets and all-inone computing solutions – all with the associated
software, services and essential accessories.
Network & Infrastructure
With high-end, connected devices commonplace
in the classroom and a growing range of ProAV
applications being deployed across campus, the
network is vital to schools and colleges. We can help
you engineer the very best solutions – addressing the
complex connectivity challenges facing institutions
today, while future-proofing their investments for
tomorrow.

Software
From classroom applications to unified
communications, virtualization and back-end security
and storage, our unrivalled software portfolio reflects
the diverse needs of the education community.
Working with leading vendors, Ingram Micro trains
its specialists to support the transition to hosted
models, using collaborative techniques and offering
true knowledge transfer to partners and end-users.
Our ‘shared value’ approach simplifies licensing and
delivers the very best education-specific packages.
Professional Services
From planning and design, through configuration,
deployment and operation, our comprehensive
range of professional and managed services support
education resellers during busy periods, supplementing
in-house capabilities whenever required. With print
being the biggest budget item for many schools and
colleges, our PrintSense managed service dramatically
reduces costs for end-users while offering reseller
partners a hassle-free revenue opportunity.
Print & Peripherals
However much education moves online, there is
always the requirement to print out work and create
hard copy material that engages pupils and staff.
Every day millions of students are hitting the print
icon in schools throughout the land. Ingram Micro
understands the importance of providing improved
performance and operating efficiency combined with
lower total cost of ownership.
Security & Personalisation
Through our laser engraving service, you can provide
your customers with their own unique, stylish and
secure IT equipment. It’s a great way to further
personalise and protect valuable purchases. The
engraving can be done within hours, however
detailed and precise. For extra security, we can also
engrave serialised barcodes for scanning.
To view Ingram Micro’s full range of education
solutions, visit www.imeducation.co.uk
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IF IT WORX, IT’S

Managed Print
Solutions

THE UK’S LARGEST DOCUMENT
MANAGEMENT AND SOLUTIONS
PARTNER ONLY NETWORK
All-encompassing
range of document
solutions

WANT TO JOIN THE GROWING PARTNER
NETWORK OF A COMPANY THAT PUTS
YOU AND YOUR CUSTOMERS FIRST?
‘Partnership’ – the basis of our co-operation with our dealers.

For more information call 01793 786 000
or email sales@utax.co.uk

www.utax.co.uk
New Twitter Icon

@UTAXUKLTD
UTAX-UK-LIMITED

Fourth consecutive
year of double
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PREDICTIONS

Print predictions 2015
PITR asks a selection of industry experts what they believe will be
the major trends in print in 2015.

Andy Milsom,
Head of Training
and Partner
Development,
BNP Paribas

...the biggest
driver for
change has
been wider
adoption of
the cloud
and remote
hosting.

Andy Milsom
Head of Training and Partner Development,
BNP Paribas
“For us, one of the biggest threats to
our business also presents a significant
opportunity to introduce leasing to markets
which have traditionally used cash for
IT investment. There’s no doubt that the
biggest driver for change has been the wider
adoption of the cloud and remote hosting.
Organisations who choose to outsource
their IT to be hosted remotely no longer
have a requirement to invest in physical
servers sited at their premises. As the market
continues to move in that direction, this
could potentially take business away from
leasing providers who might otherwise fund
that equipment.
“The opportunity, however, is that not
everyone is comfortable with the outsourced
option and there are many companies that
wish to adopt a cloud solution but retain
control over where the storage is housed.
For many, the capital outlay involved
in purchasing servers outright may be
prohibitive and it’s here where we see an
opportunity that lends itself to leasing; many
organisations will see the benefits of renting
as opposed to purchasing outright. This will
bring leasing back into play in more areas of
the business.
“Another trend that will continue
through next year is the need to better
engage with the Financial Director, who as
we’ve all seen is now the key decision-maker
in the print and IT arena. The sales cycle is
getting longer and it’s essential to ensure
you’re talking their language and engaging
with the finance specialist at a very early
stage.”
www.weareleasing.com

Phil Madders, Managing Director,
Print Audit Europe
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Phil Madders
Managing Director, Print Audit Europe
“An ongoing challenge for dealers is the
continued depressed profitability from
the traditional click charge model; it is in
software solutions and, in particular, SaaS
(software as a service) where the potential
lies.
“Everyone has now adopted the mindset
that leading with solutions over hardware
is a win win – it allows resellers to build
an annuity and recurring revenue stream,
whilst simultaneously boosting their value to
clients’ business. At Print Audit Europe, we’re
constantly looking at ways in which we can
make life easier for our partners. That’s why
our Premier pricing model is totally flexible,
designed to support those dealers for whom
this is a new area, as well as those who
require the ability to seamlessly adjust the
number of licences they deploy as customer
requirements change.
“As an industry, we’ve evolved from
MPS into MDS, and I predict that this will
develop further next year. For this reason,
we’ve introduced a cloud-based document
management solution that will support
partners who are acting on this opportunity
to secure a new revenue stream.
“We are also seeing lots of convergence
and consolidation. Cost cutting is the key
driver for this and, again, it’s by leading
with solutions that save money, improve
productivity and increase efficiency that we
will all stay ahead of the curve.”
www.printauditeurope.com
Gary Downey
Group Marketing Director, Balreed
“Increasing competition and pressure on
margins due to commoditisation of the
managed print service market looks likely in
2015. MPS was a key differentiator for some
in the early years, but now, as knowledge of
the term – if not the meaning – is becoming
more common in buyers’ minds, more
suppliers are claiming to be an MPS provider
or actually beginning to develop those
capabilities.
“Inevitably, those who can’t
differentiate by service quality will drive
sales by price. Page costs have already
dropped dramatically and I expect the
all-encompassing MPS pricing model

Gary Downey, Group Marketing Director,
Balreed
to be under similar pressure in the New
Year. Forecasts of continued growth in the
MPS market are welcome, but this is still
attracting new entrants from other industries
and these are also likely to trade profitability
for incremental revenues.
“2014 has been a year of solid growth
for Balreed. The market has gathered
momentum as more organisations have
committed to and made the move to a
managed print infrastructure. What has been
really positive is the number who have gone
beyond hardware and services and looked
at their internal processes and workflows.
Discussions on how their organisations
work and where processes can be improved
and integrated within the new managed
infrastructure are becoming more frequent.
Efficiency and process are terms used by
more buying teams and I very much hope
this is something that accelerates in 2015.”
www.balreed.com
Aaron Anderson
IT Channel Marketing Manager,
KYOCERA Document Solutions
“Resellers should focus on service in 2015.
Many still tend to think of business as
transactional, thinking of the sale when what
they need to do is start extracting value for
the customer. Added to which, customers are
much more knowledgeable and very specific
about what they want. With changes in
how people actually work, for example with
the increasing use of tablets, customers are
still printing but they are printing in a very
different way, using cloud apps.
01732 759725
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Aaron Anderson
IT Channel Marketing Manager, KYOCERA
Document Solutions

“With MPS, customers are tied in,
so you’re likely to get fewer customers
‘grazing’ here and there. The biggest
challenge for resellers in 2015 is holding
onto their customers and providing the
levels of service that will tie customers in –
in reality it will take changing their business
model to do so.”
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk
Wayne Snell
Product Marketing and Sales Development
Manager, Olivetti
“According to InfoSource, the UK colour MFP
market surged in 2013 by more than 17%
compared to mono MFPs, which continued
to decline by nearly 9%. So, despite the
recent financial climate, the demand for
colour print is still the key driver for our
industry.
“In 2014, Olivetti recorded several record
months when colour MFPs, both A3 and A4,
continued to sell at a pace. Increasingly, units
are being sold using Managed Print Service
strategies, where commercial and corporate
customers carefully consider the true total

Wayne Snell, Product Marketing and Sales
Development Manager, Olivetti
PRINTITRESELLER.UK

cost when replacing ageing fleets of printers.
“Two distinct trends have emerged: one
is the control and management of printing
in the office; and the other is to offer
employees the convenience of Print Roaming
and Mobile Printing. To help Olivetti meet
these customer needs, we have partnered
with YSoft to sell and support YSoft SafeQ5
in the UK and Ireland. We believe that by
offering this solution we can assist our
dealers in meeting this customer requirement
and help them generate a future income
stream from continued software support.
“The YSoft SafeQ5 solution is a perfect fit
for Olivetti as it provides security, print and
access management with monitoring and
reporting across all products regardless of
the parent OEM. This server-based solution
is sold on a per-device licence basis, so it is
easy to manage. It also offers a range of IC
Card and embedded technologies (d-Color
MF specific models) and print roaming,
enabling the customer to pull their print file
to any print device connected to the server.”
www.olivetti.com
Mark Robinson
Market Business Developer,
Canon UK and Ireland
“We expect mobile technology to play
a key role in printing and document
management in 2015, providing multiple
new opportunities for resellers.
“A recent Canon survey highlighted
that only 16% of people working in small
businesses that use mobile phones every
day are using them to send documents to
print. Shockingly, half of those not currently
printing from their connected devices (49%)
have either never considered it, never set
it up or simply don’t know how. However,
of those already printing from connected
devices, almost half do so because they are
working on the move – a trend we expect to
continue throughout 2015 and beyond.
“This presents two great revenue
opportunities for resellers. First, by educating
SMBs on the additional device proficiencies
available to them and demonstrating how
mobile working can support their business.
More than a fifth of respondents said that
they are interested in printing from tablets
and mobiles at some time in the future,
meaning there is potential to sell mobile
printing equipment to first-time buyers.
“Second, dealers can further support
the growing number of home, remote and
mobile workers across the UK. Some of
the most desirable features amongst small
businesses include printing through wireless
technology (85%), printing from tablets

...only 16%
of people
working
in small
businesses
that use
mobile
phones
every day
are using
them to send
documents
to print.

(61%) and printing from mobile devices
(49%), so we expect printers and MFDs
that support a host of connectivity features,
like our recently launched range of MAXIFY
business inkjet printers and i-SENSYS laser
printers, to be in significant demand as we
enter 2015.
“Ultimately, the products that support
flexible working, home working and those
working in small office spaces will thrive
as the speed and efficiency of mobile
technology solutions become increasingly
vital for small businesses.”
www.canon.co.uk

Mark Robinson
Market Business
Developer, Canon
UK and Ireland
continued...
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...continued
Steve Mitchell, Group Product Marketing
Manager, KYOCERA Document Solutions

Steve Mitchell
Group Product Marketing Manager,
KYOCERA Document Solutions
“While mobility and BYOD feels like old
news to the industry, it will continue to be
a key topic for customers and verticals in
2015, as access to digitised documents on
the move becomes even more important.
Likewise, workflow and document
management systems that give channel
partners key insight into their customers’
business processes will be big news.
“At KYOCERA we expect to continue
to see a rise in customisation – bespoke
solutions for key customers to improve
the user interface. We’re also predicting a
continued focus on A4 MFPs with improved
functionality and software capabilities and
of course some significant product launches
from KYOCERA!”
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk
Bob Davies
Commercial Director,
Integra Office Solutions
“3D print is an exciting sector in which
we anticipate real growth in 2015/2016.
However, the majority of dealers will not
yet be aware of the opportunities or target
audience. Suppliers in this sector need to be
more proactive to educate dealers.
“One concern would be that MPS
specialists will continue to erode dealers’
business. MPS at dealer level is realistically
only an opportunity for larger resellers with
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the infrastructure to implement it. Dealers
need an MPS ‘champion’ within their
business and a will to change the way they
go to market.
“Regarding toners and ink, OEMs
still have 75-80% of the market. The
conversion of core OEM is still very slow and
remanufacturers are increasingly fighting
for the same 20-25% of the market. As a
consequence, price has become the key driver
in the re-man sector. Quality remanufacturers
are disappearing, leaving the premium
brand leader as Xerox. Because the OEM
market share is so large, there's still a huge
opportunity for remanufactured toners.
“Printers remains a very competitive
sector, as copier and printer companies
are now targeting the same market.
Hardware deals are always available, with
users increasingly looking at total cost of
ownership. Dealers should always look
for tangible ‘all-in' deals e.g. Samsung’s
cashback deals and five-year FOC service
support or Canon’s range of cashback deals,
educational support and special prices.”
www.integra-office.co.uk

Phil Jones
Managing Director, Brother
“The workplace will become more
community-based and democratic, with
a focus on mindfulness and wellbeing.
Psychology and Neuroscience will increase
its penetration into the workplace under
employee engagement initiatives as
organisations look to retain talent, create
more agile working cultures and adapt to

Printers
remains
a very
competitive
sector, as
copier and
printer
companies
are now
targeting
the same
market.

Phil Jones
Managing Director,
Brother

The whole
world is
becoming
polarised
between
lowest cost
operators
and
premium.

the growing number of millennials in the
workplace.
“CSR transitioning to Citizenship: 2015
will see business leaders put a greater
focus on corporate citizenship aligned with
employee recruitment and retention, in
addition to hygiene factor responsibilities.
As the battle for talent hots up, a greater
spotlight will fall on an organisation’s
purpose and meaningful impact in
communities aligned with key causes.
“As our population ages and people
look to make new choices about how and
when they work, more businesses will move
to flexible workforce models, with full-time
employees moving to part-time (contracted)
or self-employment. This will provide multiple
benefits around retention, flexible scaling
up and down, employee satisfaction, as well
as providing capacity for new workers or
apprentices.
“The channel will continue to see lots
of merger and acquisition activity. Key
players will want to ‘bolt on’ new portfolio
businesses or de-cost acquisitions for market
penetration, competitiveness and growth.
Large players with outdated business models
or cost structures will continue to find
conditions challenging as margins remain
under pressure.
“Distributors and wholesalers will
continue to transition and transform their
offerings to shore up the cost plus margin
model, with an emphasis on services and
value. For some, this means further focus
on ‘specialism’ and for others it will mean
continued expansion of direct business
models either via ‘white labelled’ services or
vertical supply from OEM to end user.
“The drive to services will continue with
recurring and repeatable business models
more favoured over transactional models.
Vendors particularly will drive the agenda
and focus time, effort and resources on
channel partners who want to expand their
capability in this area.
“Almost everything will be assumed to
be available to purchase ‘as a service’, which
creates a lot of opportunity for existing
transactional-led product portfolios and for
re-thinking business models.
“The whole world is becoming polarised
between lowest cost operators and premium.
The market will continue to polarise with
either low-cost or high-value players coming
out on top. The squeezed middle will be the
casualties between the volume and value
providers. This will put pressure on business
models and also highlight any skills gaps in
resellers who aren’t in a state of readiness.
“Vendors with direct sales forces will
accelerate their march from the saturated
enterprise space into the SME market to
grow revenues.”
www.brother.co.uk
continued...
01732 759725
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PREDICTIONS
...continued
Helen George
Partner Marketing Manager,
KYOCERA Document Solutions
“Managed print service contracts will
continue to evolve and include content
management as a standard deliverable.
The print infrastructure will be used as the
on-ramp for digitising paper documents and,
in combination with scanners and document
management software, will provide
companies with the opportunity to share
information more effectively, support their
clients better, streamline their operational
processes and compete in what is becoming
a more digital world.
“Next year will also be a turning point
in the mainstream adoption of 3D print in
the enterprise market. Although 3D print has
been around for over 20 years, four main
changes will drive this growth: the reduction
in device prices, improved quality of the
printed object, greater ease of use and more
intuitive design applications, plus growing
business awareness of its transformational
potential.”
www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk

Shaun Wilkinson
Managing Director, UTAX (UK)

...a fraction
of SMB
employees
have the
freedom to
print from
the device
of their
choice...

Helen George
Partner Marketing
Manager,
KYOCERA
Document
Solutions
Ben Appleby
Technology Product Manager, VOW
“I think that 2015 will see A3 print become
a focus for some of the major OEMs as they
focus more on the SOHO arena.
“In managed print, it is very likely that a
spectrum of machines that enable an even
more successful MPS proposition will be
produced.
“It’s also highly likely that an increase
in enhanced wireless technology is on its
way. We’ve already seen Samsung integrate
a tablet into their printer to replace the less
modern keypads or smaller touch screen
displays. This allows users to download from
their cloud or browse the internet while
standing at a printer.
“And finally, print costs are undoubtedly
going to become cheaper, with Epson’s
unveiling of its RIPS system (replaceable ink
pack system) with an ink capacity of 75,000
pages a good example.”
www.voweurope.com
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Shaun Wilkinson
Managing Director, UTAX (UK)
“I firmly believe 2015 will be all about
adding value to print. While it’s obviously
still hugely important, high quality, reliable
hardware is now seen by consumers
as the norm, which means the point of
differentiation will revolve around printrelated business solutions.
“Print will become smarter and see
value added through the integration of
user-specific software solutions that increase
efficiency and reduce manual admin
processes. For example, end-users will be
looking for tailored document management
solutions that optimise workflows through
simplified digital document handling that
is consistent across an organisation. Fully
customisable operation panels will play a
vital role in helping to achieve this.
“Following on from this, it’s becoming
increasingly important for businesses to
incorporate the right mobile technology to
maximise office productivity. Yet, a fraction
of SMB employees have the freedom to print
from the device of their choice, whether
that’s a laptop, desktop, smartphone or
tablet. Mobile print features will therefore
be important, as will value added features
that facilitate information sharing and
collaboration, locally and globally.
“Security will continue to be high on
the agenda in 2015 and I predict end-users
will specifically demand print software that
encrypts data and prevents unauthorised
access to it. The same applies to document
management, so I expect to see more
requests for user-specific access control via

smart cards or PIN codes.
“While there are signs the economy is
recovering, the value proposition will still
be high on the agenda for many companies,
which means continued interest in managed
print solutions and total cost of ownership.
This is where machine quality and service
maintenance costs will really come into
play. In addition, the use of template-based
print management solutions will increase
to reduce the cost of printing letterheads
and forms externally, while device and
department or individual user settings
control the use of colour/mono and duplex
printing and monitor expenditure for
effective cost control.
“The best print solutions in 2015 will be
the ones that tie excellent, relevant hardware
together with solutions that make businesses
slicker, more secure, mobile and in an ideal
world, save some money too.”
www.utaxuk.co.uk

Mark Smyth
Operations Director, Vision PLC
“I believe 2015 will be another year of
consolidation and innovation. As the
economy continues to improve, businesses
will be keen to invest in technology that
helps drive efficiency and profitability and
we, the resellers, must take advantage of this
opportunity.
“Consolidation will come from both
manufacturers and resellers remaining
acquisitive with the aim of increasing market
share, revenues and margins, either as part
of a growth strategy or simply just to hold
their market position.
“Technology will continue to develop
with data storage and applications (apps)
really starting to emerge in our market.
This is another area that must be taken
advantage of and will result in a stronger
foothold for the print market in the
Information Technology space.
“2015 promises to be another exciting
year of change and development!”
www.visionplc.co.uk

01732 759725
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Olivetti’s Range steps
up to a new Level

When Olivetti launched its range of colour and mono MFPs and
desktop printers this year, the aim was to guarantee all-round
improvement thoughout the entire range of 35 new products that
will be launched by the end of 2014.
It’s a tall order to bring so many new products to market but the
variety and choice Olivetti, can now offer its customers, arguably
differentiates the company from other manufacturers.
Increased productivity
Across the range Olivetti’s new products offer outstanding
speed and performance with exceptional ﬁnishing, longlasting consumables, large intuitive touch screen colour
operator panels and standard duplexing.
Improved security
Most of these new devices offer state-of-the-art security. The
hard disks can be overwritten and data can be encrypted
which provides added protection against improper use.
Network security is also guaranteed by utilising the latest
IPsec, IP ﬁltering and IPP over SSL protocols and client
authentication solutions.
Impressive energy efﬁciency
The entire range offers outstanding energy savings with very
low TEC (Typical Energy Consumption) levels, low fusing
temperatures, many newly designed power save modes; all
ensuring compliance with the latest European Directives.

Olivetti’s d-Color MF3300 33ppm A4 Colour
MFP ideal for managing in-house print

Scanning for standard applications
As well as offering extensive scanning capabilities to email,
FTP, SMB and WebDAV and scanning directly to the hard
disk and USB, most of these devices can scan in many
different formats such as JPEG, TIFF, PDF, Compact PDF, PPTX
(PowerPoint), XPS and Compact XPS.
Direct printing capabilities
Nearly all the models offer users the opportunity to print
directly from USB stick, some support AirPrintTM and some
support PDF, XPS, TIFF, JPEG and OOXML (Ofﬁce Open XML
including docx / xlsx / pptx) ﬁle formats, via a Web Browser
Utility, so that all bases are covered.
Flexible media handling
The extensive Olivetti portfolio offers some of the largest
paper capacities on the market with a range of optional
additional cassettes and supports high media weights and
large formats such as SRA3 and Banner (1.2m in length) size.

To ﬁnd out more about the range please call:
Abi Stafford on 01908 547980
Email: a.stafford@olivetti.com

PRINTITRESELLER.UK

www.olivettiuk.com
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DEALERS

WE
ARE
ON A
JOURNEY
Toshiba is breaking down barriers by transforming the
way we create, record, manage, display and share
information.
Drawing on an integrated portfolio of world-class
printing and scanning technology, we provide industryspecific solutions which reflect our commitment to the
future of the planet, enabling organisations to maximise
the value of the data and ideas that underpin them.
At Toshiba, we believe the most successful businesses
are those that communicate information in the most
effective way.
We call this Together Information.
Find out what Together Information could mean for you
at togetherinformation.co.uk
Toshiba TEC UK
T: 0843 2244944
E: info@toshibatec.co.uk
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TO TRANSFORM
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ACQUISITIONS

Frillo grows ‘Amazon for
Business’ marketplace
Hull-based online B2B office products retailer
Frillo recently expanded its operations by
purchasing Claughtons Stationery & Supplies.
Founder Gerard Toplass told PITR that Frillo’s
first acquisition would not be its last and that
the company had bold plans to make further
acquisitions in the future.
The acquisition of Claughtons
Stationery & Supplies, which was
completed on November 1, will
enable Frillo, an online retailer of
office supplies, IT and technology, to
expand its customer base in Hull and
East Yorkshire, helped by Claughtons’
existing team and loyal customer base.
Commenting on the rationale behind
the acquisition, Frillo founder and CEO
Gerard Toplass said: “Claughtons is a
well-regarded supplier within the office
products market and its values are aligned
to Frillo’s perfectly. Claughtons offers a very
good product range and its customer base
is strong and loyal.”
Entrepreneur Toplass doesn’t intend to
grow Frillo purely through the acquisition
of complementary businesses. He added
that the success of the Frillo proposition
– offering products and services to
businesses at cost, with no hidden charges
or mark-ups – had inspired him to expand
the range of products and services it
supplies, with the intention of turning
Frillo into a one-stop-shop for business
customers. Or, as he puts it, an ‘Amazon for
Business’.
“Amazon is an online retailer that
offers products and content for the B2C
market, and at Frillo we want to be the goto place where the B2B market and public
sector organisations buy their products and
services – Tippex, insurance or advice on
your tax return: you name it, we supply it,”
he said.
“With this acquisition, we now have
one of the best, most established teams
in this sector and this area to help us
expand our unique Amazon for Business
proposition.”
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With our
model,
customers
have the
opportunity
to have
everything
delivered
in one
convenient
package...

No hidden charges or mark-ups
Expanding on the benefits of this
proposition and the Frillo business model
generally, Toplass said: “Frillo makes its
money by charging a transaction fee,
not on the product itself. And if there’s a
commodity our customers want, we will
supply it.
“When purchasing office supplies from
somewhere like Amazon, businesses and
schools may have to pay several different
carriage costs. With our model, customers
can have everything delivered in one
convenient package, while only paying
the price we pay our suppliers. We do not
charge a mark-up on the goods we sell;
we simply charge a small transaction fee to
save them time and money.
“With over 100,000 products and
services, Frillo offers more than any other
supplier in the area, so this move is a
massive opportunity to give existing and
new customers access to more choice
when they’re buying their products and
choosing their services,” he said.
Exciting opportunity
The established team at Claughtons is now
operating under the Frillo name, headed up
by Sales Account Manager Karen Turner.
She said that operating as part of Frillo
was an opportunity to offer customers a
better, more convenient way to buy all the
products they need in one place.
“We’ve contacted our existing
customers about the changeover to Frillo,

Above: The Frillo team
reassuring them that the team they’ve
been dealing with for over two years will
be exactly the same and we’ll be giving the
same excellent levels of customer service
we’re well known for. The feedback we’ve
had from our customers about the Frillo
changeover has been extremely positive,”
she said.
New developments
Toplass is equally excited by the future
and is looking forward to growing the
Claughtons side of the business and
creating more jobs in the area.
“We’re really looking forward to
expanding the team, growing our business
and building on our customer base in Hull
and East Yorkshire,” he said.
However, Toplass doesn’t plan to stop
there. Next year, Frillo will be introducing
other interesting new initiatives and
targeting new market segments.
“Throughout 2015, we aim to build
on our success to date,” he said. “We
are just about to launch our service to
schools, which some people are calling
‘Amazon for Education’. Our new service
will allow schools to benefit from our costsaving model and purchase EU-compliant
products from one single supplier. We also
intend to continue expanding our product
portfolio for SMEs with the introduction of
more services.”
www.frillo.co.uk
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RECYCLING

A second life

FLP Solutions

The WEEE Directive, which sets targets for
the recovery and recycling of ten categories
of electrical and electronic equipment, has
done much to reduce the amount of e-waste
that ends up in landfill. By giving a second
life to products that would otherwise become
e-waste so too has FLP Solutions.
The Middlewich-based firm
specialises in supplying refurbished
(and new) printers, parts and
IT equipment to resellers, IT
maintenance companies and
organisations nationwide.
It started trading in 2001 and quickly
established itself as a major player in the
IT spares industry, initially supplying IT
maintenance companies with refurbished
IT hardware items, in particular HP laptop
parts.
“We then diversified to sell both new
and refurbished laser printers, MFPs and
printer parts, again mainly HP. But we
now also offer many other leading brands’
desktop PC and server spares,” explained
Business Development Manager Andrew
Cartwright.
FLP Solutions buys in redundant IT
and print hardware, strips the kit down
completely, thoroughly cleans everything
and repairs any broken parts before putting
products and parts up for resale. The
company maintains that there is no such
thing as ‘obsolete’, promising to source
any specific piece of IT hardware requested
by individual customers, as well as helping
them to dispose of that equipment and
upgrade to the latest kit when it’s time to
change.
Cartwright said: “With ever increasing
pressure on profitability, having the
opportunity to lower the cost of
maintaining IT equipment and printer fleets
by utilising refurbished spare parts is an
attractive proposition for our customer
base.
“In addition, supplying refurbished
printers over new ones enables them to
offer a lower cost and ‘greener’ solution
to customers for whom cost and carbon
savings are key drivers. In the main, a
refurbished device costs between 30 and
50% less than when new.”

PRINTITRESELLER.UK

FLP Solutions
partners with
its customers,
stock-holding
what they
need, ensuring
full control of
every aspect
of the supply
chain.

Same day delivery
The firm has grown year-on-year and
its headcount now totals 24, ten of
whom are engineers. The company has
expanded both the business premises and
its warehousing capacity and today has
a 12,000 sq. ft. custom-built warehouse
that houses some 60,000 items, all of
which are available for urgent same day or
next business day delivery. FLP Solutions
partners with its customers, stock-holding
what they need, ensuring full control of
every aspect of the supply chain.
“Reducing spend and inventory whilst
maintaining high service levels and quality
is a non-negotiable for our customers,
which is why, as a trusted business

partner, quality is front and centre for us,”
Cartwright said.
ISO accreditation
The company has built up a quality
assured supplier base that has been tried
and tested. Its quality promise is backed
up by three ISO accreditations – ISO
9001, ISO 14001 and ISO 27001. Quality
management meetings with departmental
heads are held every month to discuss
quality and processes, ensuring ongoing
compliance.
The firm has also invested heavily in its
packaging facilities, using memory foam
and airbags to ensure that every order gets
to its destination safely. This has resulted
in a record low of 0.04% of returns due to
inadequate or poor packaging.
Its overall returns rate is equally
impressive, currently sitting at less than
1%, way below the industry standard of
3-5%, according to Cartwright’s estimate.
“Customer returns have improved year-onyear and that’s a key area of focus for us,”
he said.
He added: “We pride ourselves on
meeting our customer promise, which is
to ensure the right equipment is where it
needs to be, on time and in good working
order – that’s critical to our customers’
business. That’s why we are open ‘til late
every day and guarantee to ship orders
overnight. All our products also come with
a three-month guarantee, which provides
an extra layer of assurance.”
www.flp4it.com
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Print Audit Europe has a
premier proposition
Phil Madders, Managing Director of Print
Audit Europe, speaks to PITR about the firm’s
growth in 2014, its plans to expand further in
2015 and how it is creating more value-added
opportunities for partners.
Print Audit Europe currently has in
excess of 120 UK resellers signed
up to its newly launched Premier
programme. Last year, the firm
grew its network by some 40% and,
according to Managing Director Phil
Madders, is actively targeting further
expansion in 2015. “We’re aiming
to boost the number of members by
around 30% next year and we will
achieve that by introducing new
products and services,” he said.
The firm’s suite of products is
designed to support resellers in the
delivery of managed print services that
enable customers to reduce the cost and
environmental impact of printing and
copying.
The offering is fully scalable, from Print
Audit Facilities Manager, which remotely
collects meter readings, automates
supplies fulfilment and provides service
information across the fleet; to the top
of the range Print Audit 6, which enables
users to account for every document
produced (down to individual user level),
set limits by volume or to restrict colour
printing and, via an embedded option,
track all copy, scan and fax jobs for the
purposes of accurate internal recharging by
department.
Premier subscription plan
The entire suite is available on a softwareas-a-service (SaaS) model, including Print
Audit Premier, a new subscription plan that
provides partners with access to all of Print
Audit’s products for a low monthly fee.
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The firm’s
suite of
products is
designed
to support
resellers in
the delivery
of managed
print
services...

Each member has a monthly allocation of
licences which can be used for any product,
including Print Audit Assessor, Facilities
Manager, Print Audit 6, Print Audit Secure
or Print Audit Embedded.
“This new model has changed our
business completely,” said Madders. “The
Premier pricing model is totally flexible.
We’ve designed it to support dealers for
whom MPS is a new area, as well as those
who require the ability to seamlessly adjust
the number of licences they deploy as
customer requirements change.”
The firm sells exclusively to the
channel and, in addition to its network
of dealers, has formed strategic alliances
with a number of leading manufacturers,
including Ricoh, Toshiba and Olivetti, so
that they can offer it to their dealers.
Madders said: “We offer the channel an
easy way to enter the MPS arena, as well
as generate additional revenue and secure
ongoing income from their existing and
potential customer base. Eighty per cent of
MPS and equipment deals are won using
user and device assessment tools and the
Premier programme allows resellers to
join at the level they want. Prices start at
around £0.50 per licence and reduce as
partners increase the number of licenses
used. They upgrade as and when they need
to.”
He added: “The licence model is also
flexible. In some products a licence is

per seat, in others it’s per device. For the
dealer, the uniqueness of the way we
operate means that it’s not a headache
for them. What they use simply comes
out of their subscription, and if a single
customer reduces or increases the number
of users or the installed machine base, it’s
simple to deactivate the license and use it
somewhere else.
“In essence, the product is unimportant
to the end-user; they get automatic
upgrades as and when they’re available
so they always have access to the latest
technology. What’s important is the
service that the dealer is providing and
the value they’re bringing to a client’s
business. The ability to assure a client that
they’re not going to be faced with out
of date technology in a few months is a
strong sales proposition. Plus, it locks the
customer in; they don’t own the software,
the dealer does, which makes it more
difficult for them to leave.”
New for 2015
Print Audit Europe believes that engaging
with partners is key. In addition to faceto-face meetings, email communications
and social media interaction, the company
is soon to introduce user forums where
partners can share ideas and best practice.
It will also be launching a number of
new products in January 2015, including
an iPad-based mapping software solution
for carrying out print audits and a new
cloud-based document management
solution.
Madders said: “The biggest challenge
facing the channel, now that it has moved
away from the traditional transaction sales
model, is how to be creative with software.
Through our suite of easy-to-use, easy-toinstall products, we can help them to add
value to customers’ businesses and ensure
recurring revenues. We’re committed
to supporting partners in moving their
business forward, developing new recurring
revenue streams and locked-in profitability.
This increases the value of their business
tremendously – if you want an example
of that, think about the Netflix model and
consider how Blockbuster has fared.”
www.printauditeurope.com
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KEEP YOUR PRINTERS RUNNING
FOR HALF THE COSTS
FLP Solutions are market leaders in the supply of new and refurbished printers
and spares to Maintenance companies, IT Resellers and MFP dealers.
FLP understand that these companies have significant pressures on operational
budgets and may seek new ways to reduce spend and inventory whilst maintaining
high service levels without compromising quality.
Typically, we can supply refurbished printer spares that will offer a saving of
between 30-50% compared to new spares.

OUR KEY ASSURANCES TO CUSTOMERS
Service and Reliability: Our quick response times
and timed deliveries ensure minimal product
downtimes, helping our customers maintain
client satisfaction and complete jobs in
time and on budget.
Quality: Our engineers inspect, test and refurbish
every part using a comprehensive in-house
check list.

Experience: All our Account Managers
have at least 10 years industry experience
on average.
Stock: FLP have stock readily available in a
purpose built 12,000 sq. ft. warehouse, centrally
located next to major motorway networks
allowing speedy delivery to your engineers
throughout the UK.

Typical refurbished stock available includes:
Printers, Fusers, Maintenance kits, Formatters, PSU’s, HDD’s, Scanners, ADF’s, Trays etc.
If you are interested in reducing your expenditure on Printer and IT spares, please contact
FLP Solutions today on 01606 835 800, email Sales@flpsolutions.co.uk or visit our
website for more information on FLP and to search for parts – www.flp4it.com
FLP Solutions Ltd., Units 3-5 Valley Court, Sanderson Way, Middlewich, Cheshire CW10 0GF

Managed Print Services was supposed to be the Office Equipment Dealers’ salvation...
but it hasn’t always delivered.
In this FREE e-guide, 7 industry experts reflect on the biggest mistakes dealers are making in their managed print efforts.

To find out what the 7 Deadly Sins of Office Equipment Dealers are and how to avoid them
contact Print Audit Europe on 01483 726206 or email sales@printauditeurope.com
@PrintAuditEU

PrintAuditEurope

PAPER WARS

It won’t be
over by Christmas
The latest Paper Wars research from AIIM shows slow progress towards
paperless processes. James Goulding spoke to Doug Miles, director of AIIM
Market Intelligence, to find out why so many organisations still rely on paper
and what processes one should digitise first?
Our conflicted attitude to paper
is laid bare in the latest Paper
Wars survey conducted by AIIM,
the independent information
management analysts.
Two thirds (68%) of the 450 business
people surveyed for Paper Wars 2014 –
an update from the battlefield said that
‘business-at-the-speed-of-paper’ will be
‘unacceptable in just a few years’ time’,
and around half said that the biggest
single productivity improvement would be
to remove paper from their organisation.
However, only one in five respondents
has a board-level endorsed policy to
reduce paper use; and in one in five
(21%) organisations paper use is actually
increasing.
Overall, 44% of organisations are only
10% towards their goal of paper-free
processes and 23% have yet to make any
progress whatsoever, including 22% of the
very largest organisations.
Businesses that do manage to reduce
paper report increased productivity and
enhanced customer service as a result,
with 60% achieving ROI on their paperfree projects within 12 months and more
than three-quarters seeing ROI within 18
months. Why, then, are organisations so
slow to drive paper from their business?
Doug Miles, director of AIIM Market
Intelligence, says that progress is taking
place, but believes its speed is being
hampered by lack of management drive.
“Progress is being made on paperfree processes and in a number of areas,
specifically invoice processing, it’s moving
really quite quickly. But whenever you
attempt to change a process within an
organisation there are more people who
will give you reasons why not to do it than
will give you reasons to do it,” he said.
“It tends to be when a process comes
up for review that people decide it’s time
to get rid of paper, rather than having the
initiative from above or having it writ large
on the operations department wall: How
do we get rid of paper in this process?
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director,
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...progress is
taking place,
but its speed
is being
hampered
by lack of
management
drive.

What’s the next candidate? What’s the
candidate after that?”
Ripe for digitisation
According to AIIM’s 2013 Paper Wars
study, the most popular candidates for
digitisation are internal HR (e.g. expenses,
timesheets, on-boarding), cited by 65% of
respondents, followed by accounts payable
(62%) and customer correspondence
(62%). But how do you decide what
process to address first?
Miles advises businesses and
consultants to focus on processes that
are hampering their ability to respond to
internal and external customers.
“Any process in which the time cycle is
dictated by how long it takes to get a piece
of mail from the customer or from a branch
office to head office or from head office
to employees should be reviewed. The one
thing any process analysis should ask is
how much core work is there going on
in this process? Well, it’s three days. How
long is the end-to-end process taking?
It’s taking 20 days. Why is that? Because
things have to go backwards and forwards.
How do they go backwards and forwards?

On paper. If you can send them backwards
and forwards electronically, you might be
able to get the process time back to the
core objective of a few hours,” he said.
Miles says that doing so may not
improve out-and-out productivity, but it
will enable you to provide better customer
service and will give you greater visibility,
which in the case of invoice processing is
often a greater benefit than faster payment
processes.
“Your ability to manage your cash goes
up enormously when you know just how
many invoices are at point of payment. You
don’t have to pay them any sooner, but
knowing you could if you wanted to is one
of the bigger benefits,” he said.
“The other big benefit is from
consolidating accounts payable duties. If
you have branches all over Europe or the
US and each has an accounts payable
function with a clerk, a financial controller
and two or three process people, you could
instead receive all invoices electronically to
one spot and process them electronically.”
Invoice processing is a good workflow
to make paperless: a) because on average,
44% of invoices already arrive in electronic
form (PDF, Fax, EDI) – even though 59%
of these will end up as a paper copy,
mostly printed prior to manual processing
(39%); and b) because it is the one you
can get closest to not having to re-key any
information.
“Once you’ve worked out the different
lay-outs, you can OCR an invoice and pulloff the customer number, invoice number,
line items ordered. If you've got the
delivery note, you can check that against
the invoice. A big proportion of that can
be hands-free. If you’ve got a three-point
matching, as they call it in SAP, then you
can pay without needing any handson. That's where you get a lot of pure
productivity benefits,” explained Miles.
“The other processes in which we
see much quicker progress are things like
insurance claims: the assessor can be
out there and take a photograph of the
damage and submit it by mobile phone;
the form gets filled in on a tablet and the
whole thing is in process within hours,
rather than days.”
Miles points out that the benefits of

Continued...
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FAST &
INTELLIGENT
DOCUMENT
SCANNING

SCAN.
STORE.
SHARE.
SEARCH.

www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk/scanning
PRINTITRESELLER.UK

Telephone: 08457 103104. Facebook: KYOCERADocumentSolutionsUK. Twitter: @KYOCERADUK
Eldon Court, 75-77 London Road, Reading, RG1 5BS
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BINDING.
YOUR WAY.
Scan this code and place
your smartphone here
to see the Fastback
in action.

FASTBACK 20

ONE MACHINE, SIX DISTINCT BINDING STYLES
With no need for hole-punching; it takes just 20 seconds to bind a 350-page
document using our unique binding strips. Documents lie completely flat for
easy reading and posting and are fully recyclable after use. You can even use
custom branded image strips or produce paperback or hardcover books for a
truly distinguished finish.

Visit us online at www.fastback.co.uk
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PAPER WARS
...continued
electronic processing are equally valid for
less defined case-based processes.
“Case-based processes tend to involve
less predictable routes and less predictable
participants. For example, a claims benefit
payment might involve input from a
number of different people and you may
have to present several people with the
contents of a case folder. Doing that on
paper, although people feel it’s more
secure, restricts the whole collaboration.
The person who has the case folder sitting
on their desk can see it, but no one else
can. That’s not very conducive to getting
the thing done. As soon as it becomes
paper-free, everybody sees the same
content,” he said.
Lack of imagination
Digital mailrooms, the scanning of
documents ‘at the door’ and then routing
them to the recipient electronically, seems
like an obvious way to reduce paper use.
Yet, according to Paper Wars, just one in
four organisations has such a strategy.
“A lot of it is due to lack of imagination.
I went to my solicitor to hand in some
proof of identity documents. It’s a branch
office in Tewkesbury, about 20 miles from
the head office. She took my passport and
utility bills behind the counter and when
she brought my passport back, I said: ‘Just
out of interest, did you scan or photocopy
it?’ She said: ‘I photocopied it: I’ll send it
to the head office and they’ll scan it there.’

AIIM Market Intelligence

Delivering the priorities and opinions of AIIM’s 80,000 community

Industry

Watch

Paper Wars 2014

- an update from the battlefield

Underwritten in part by:

aiim.org l 301.587.8202

So many organisations scan paper at the
end of a process, because they have to
reduce the amount of floor space taken up
by records. Why not scan it at the start of
the process and put it through the process
electronically so it moves so much faster?”
One reason why there is still so much
paper in business processes, second only
to a lack of management initiatives (cited

Four million and counting
Global sales of the Fujitsu fi Series of scanners have surpassed four million,
making it the best-selling professional document scanner series of all time.
Commenting on reaching this latest milestone, Mike Nelson, Vice President at
PFU Imaging Solutions Europe Ltd., said: “The fi Series delivers reliable solutions for
document capture with best real-world performance to meet customer expectations.
Our scanners deliver high imaging quality for our customers to digitise data and share
important documents throughout their organisation. We’d like to thank our loyal
customers around the world for continuing to trust our fi Series of scanners and we
are committed to develop the range further to meet the needs of our clients and the
markets they operate in.”
The fi Series, introduced with the launch of the fi-4750C, is designed
and developed for decentralised document image capture at the
desktop or workgroup level. Aimed at professional users who
need highly reliable solutions with real-world performance,
the premium scanners deliver the right combination
of speed and convenience.
All fi Series document scanners are
equipped with Fujitsu’s latest PaperStream
software. The driver and image enhancement
software PaperStream IP and the batch
scanning software PaperStream Capture
work seamlessly together for
greater productivity.

PRINTITRESELLER.UK

by 47%), is the perceived need for physical
signatures (44%).
“People like to have a hard copy,”
explained Miles. “People assume you need
a wet ink signature in order to make it
legal, but you don’t. It’s valid to use digital
signatures, to use bitmap signatures. We’ve
been using signatures on faxes for years.”
Other reasons why people might be
slow to digitise processes – and where
resellers can make a difference – are lack
of awareness and the existence of more
pressing tasks for the IT department to
focus on.
“Often people don’t understand the
opportunity and are not familiar enough
with what could be done both from a legal
and a technical point of view,” explained
Miles. “You also have the attitude of ‘We
always use paper, so why change?’ And, in
some cases, changing a process has lower
priority than other things they need to do
in IT. Anybody who has changed a process
realises that you need to know the process
you are changing pretty well before you
go down this route. A lot of people have
the attitude of ‘If it ain’t broke, let’s not fix
it’ because they know perfectly well that
their processes are a little bit convoluted,
tricky or live in somebody’s head and have
never been properly written down or aren’t
followed anyway.”
This, says Miles, raises the issue of

Continued...

Panasonic launches
desktop scanners
Panasonic has launched two new duplex scanners capable
of processing batches of documents of varying size and
thickness, as well as exception items like plastic cards and
passports.
The KV-S1057C can scan 65 pages per minute and the
KV-S1027C can scan 45 pages per minute. Both have 100-sheet
document feeders and a compact design that allows them to fit
into small spaces.
Panasonic Product Marketing Manager Carlos Osuna said:
“The unique document feed system helps save staff time whilst
allowing various documents, from paper to plastic cards, to be
scanned simultaneously. Compared to other desktop scanners in
its class, Panasonic’s KV-S10X7 series is the fastest in operation,
as well as being able to
hold the most documents
for scanning at one
time.”
For ease of
use, the scanners
offer one-touch
scanning and
the ability to
store up to 100
job settings.
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PAPER WARS
...continued
compliance, which is much easier to
achieve if processes are electronic.
“If the process flow says you need to
store a record of a form in the records
management system and the records
management system is a filing cabinet and
you rely on someone to take a photocopy
and pop it in the filing cabinet, nobody will
know if it didn’t happen. Whereas with
an electronic workflow, you can ensure it
happens and block the workflow or flag
up the workflow as non-compliant if it
doesn’t,” he said.
Self-interest
Nor, says Miles, should we ignore the basic
issue of self-preservation as a reason to
stick with the status quo.
“One of the benefits of digitisation is
the ability to change location or outsource
the process, as once it’s electronic it
doesn’t matter where in the world it
happens. That exposes a lot of local line
of business people to the fact that their

job could be resourced somewhere else,”
he said.
Partly for this reason, Miles says
that the best person to take ownership
of the change process is the chief
operating officer (COO). He or she will
be able to ensure that the interests of
the organisation are put before those of
its line of business managers and, just
as importantly, will provide a strategic
overview and thus avoid the duplication
that can occur if processes are digitised in
a piecemeal fashion.
“What often happens is that people
put in some scanners and electronic
workflow and get rid of the paper in one
process. Of course, the kit you put in for
that one process is perfectly capable, if
you choose wisely, of running multiple
processes. But instead people will buy
an invoice processing solution from their
finance solution provider and they'll go to
Concur for the expense claiming and buy
the kit over again or buy the service over
again. If it was done with a holistic view
to drive paper out of every process, then
you would dimension what you do. That
is where the digital mailroom comes in: it
moves things one stage closer to the door.
Scan the stuff as it comes in and send it on
for processing. Then everybody gains.”

One of the
benefits of
digitisation
is the ability
to change
location or
outsource
the process,
as once it’s
electronic
it doesn’t
matter where
in the world
it happens.

The next stage, says Miles, is to get
customers themselves to do the scanning.
“We know we can pay in a cheque
by getting it scanned in a machine in
the bank. We can do that ourselves, and
extend it to mortgage loan applications
and things like that. Doing it at a selfservice booth in a bank has all sorts of
benefits: for example, it could immediately
identify if a utility bill is not valid because it
doesn’t have your full address or if you've
scanned the wrong page of your passport
– the sorts of things that take days to
correct if wrong from the start. The closer
you get the scan point to the start of the
process, the quicker you pick up errors.”
A word of warning, though,
implementing paper-less electronic
processes is not a panacea. “Even when
everything is electronic, some stuff will
have value and some stuff will have nil
value, and trying to separate the stuff
with nil value that we pay a lot of money
to keep is the next huge issue within
electronic record keeping and electronic
processing,” warned Miles.

Paper Wars 2014 – an update from the
battlefield is free to download at http://
www.aiim.org/Research/Industry-Watch/
Paper-Wars-2014.

Samsung Ventures to promote the benefits of digital signing
Samsung Ventures has invested in
DocuSign, the Global Standard for Digital
Transaction Management (DTM), as the first
step in a broader strategic relationship
to bring DocuSign closer to mobile users
so that on-the-go consumers and mobile
professionals can transact anything,
anytime, anywhere, on any device.
DocuSign helps consumers and businesses
complete transactions digitally by providing a
global network for sending, signing, tracking and
retaining documents in the cloud that eliminates
the inefficiency, cost and security risks associated
with printing, faxing, scanning and overnighting
hard copy documents.
The specialist recruitment division of REED
has removed paper from the administration of
95% of all new contracts after implementing
DocuSign’s eSignature solution to streamline its
document workflow.
The use of electronic rather than paper-based
processes has brought significant productivity
improvements to the employment agency.
Document preparation time has fallen by 90%,
from 30 minutes to just three; and supplier signup is now completed in two days rather than two
weeks.
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The time staff spend archiving the mailbox
has also fallen sharply, from three days to two
hours per week.
The signing of multi-million pound contracts
with businesses that require individuals who hold
an array of technical skills or have large projects
that they can’t fill themselves used to be a paperintensive task that involved sending multiple
contracts to a large supplier base, occasionally
linking with the company’s legal team in the case
of special conditions.
Strategic Supplier Relationship Manager
Debbie Legg said: “We send out contracts on
a daily basis to our suppliers. My team submits
requirements continually as we win new clients
and we need to have certain suppliers in place
before we go live.”
Large client implementations would habitually
require all of REED’s suppliers to sign and return
the contract within a four-week period.
Typically, REED would compile a document
pack consisting of a Framework Agreement and
Support Supply Agreement, which it would email

to the decision-makers of each company involved
to sign and return. Stakeholders would often be
abroad or out of the office and inevitably the
contract would stall until the decision-maker had
returned to the office to print, sign, scan and
email the contract back to REED.
“The process that we had in place before
DocuSign was antiquated,” Legg explained. “We
didn’t have any transparency into whether the
person had viewed the contract or whether they’d
redirected it, so the team would have to chase
the supplier manually.”
In 2013, REED introduced DocuSign, which
provides a complete audit trail of the workflow,
so that Legg can keep track of all outstanding
and completed contracts at the click of a mouse,
and automatic reminders that reduce the need to
chase decision-makers.
The use of DocuSign templates has cut
preparation time from 30 minutes to just three
and reduced supplier sign-up time from two
weeks to as little as two days.
“Having it all centralised, reducing the paper
burden and having the ability to automatically
route contracts to our director for signature are
extremely valuable to us,” said Legg.
www.docusign.com
01732 759725

DIGITISATION

Meet the new stars of small business
Beta, Canon’s largest print Distributor, is pleased to be launching
this new generation of fast and affordable business
inkjet printers aimed at SOHO users.

3

Available with

Ask now about the Beta MAXIFY demo stock scheme.
Call Beta’s sales team on: 0207 531 2828

Year
Warranty

DRHD
Wireless printers

Business quality ink

Cloud printers

High speed
printing

FREE

Hamper
worth £110*

To claim your 3 year warranty, visit the Canon website,
canon-extended-warranty.sales-promotions.com
MAXIFY business printers deliver professional quality,
colour printing and high levels of productivity to small
and home offices.
New high capacity inks:

*Order an iB4050, MB2350, MB5050 or MB5350
MAXIFY printer and you could win this fantastic
hamper - worth £110.

PGI1500 Series & PGI2500 Series - all available
from Beta.

Every time you order one of these printers you will be entered into a
free prize draw - offer ends 12/12/14 when the draw will be held.

Continued...

Your IT Distribution Partner

Canon MAXIFY | For more information: 020 7531 2828 | www.betadistribution.com37
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CONSUMER INKJETS

Triple Ethernet Offer*
Total savings of up to £7,700!
• Free connection worth £1,900
• Excess charges paid worth £2,800
• Save even more by using SuperConnected
Cities vouchers worth up to £3,000

*Limited time only,
conditions apply

Fast

Resilient

Exhilarating

Unlimited Business Internet from £29 per month, with free connection and router*

FibreStream®

CopperStream®

DualStream®SF

VDSL

• Fibre Ethernet
Leased Lines

• Copper Ethernet
GEA/EFM Leased Lines

• SDSLM and VDSL

• Fibre Broadband

•
•
•
•

• 2Mb voice and up
to 76Mb data

• Up to 76Mb

•
•
•
•

10Mb to 1Gb
Auto failover (optional)
From £300 per month
Free connection*

2Mb to 35Mb
Auto failover (optional)
From £125 per month
Free connection*

• Auto failover
• From £99 per month

• Auto failover (optional)
• From £21 per month
• Free connection and
router on most services*

Whatever your budget, we have a fast, resilient solution to suit your business needs.
Specialists in business-class Internet
connectivity, SIP and Voice over IP.

Call Spitfire on 0800 319 6200
or visit our website
at www.spitfire.co.uk

* Terms and Conditions apply. All prices quoted are monthly rentals.
All products suitable for converged voice and data.

For Partner Service details,
call 0800 319 6500

Innovative • Flexible • Reliable • Supportive
Telecommunication Services to Business since 1988
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www.spitfire.co.uk
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Reflex Digital Solutions
welcomes local MP
On November 24, Alok Sharma MP for Reading
West joined management and staff of Reflex Digital
Solutions in celebrating the Ricoh dealer’s 25th
anniversary. Reflex MD Derrick Murphy took the
opportunity to explain to Mr Sharma the challenges
facing local businesses. “With the region’s falling
unemployment figures, we were very keen to talk to
Mr Sharma about the local business economy and
specifically problems we’re currently experiencing
filling vacancies for three young people to join the
team on our training program,” he said.
www.reflextdc.com

Skills shortage leading
to bad hires

Caption (l-r): Tony Lawrence, Simon Manning,
Courtney Codrington, Debbie Garnett, Mel Watts,
Derrick Murphy and Alok Sharma MP

Apprenticeships then and now
As part of commemorations to mark 100 years of Apprenticeships from 1914-2014, the
National Apprenticeship Service has compared apprenticeships today to 100 years ago.
Census data from 1911 and a review of historical research conducted by Professor Krista Cowman
at the University of Lincoln show that in 1914, there was a very different mix of vocations and most
apprentices started work aged 15-17, compared to 19-24 today. One hundred years ago, women made
up 22% of apprentices, compared to 55% today.
In 1914, like today, employers offered a mixture of on-the-job training and formal education.
However, 100 years ago apprentices were ‘indentured’ (legally required) to work for an employer for a
number of years and had to pay a fee to cover the cost of their training. They were also required to pay
for their tools and could be summoned to appear in court if they were felt to be performing below par.
Today, apprenticeships are offered by more than 100,000 businesses in 170 industries including
aerospace, fashion, broadcast media and finance. Since 2010, over 1.9 million young people have started
an apprenticeship in England. www.apprenticeships.org.uk

Over half of small businesses believe the
skills shortage is resulting in bad hires,
each of which is estimated to cost £13,799
in wages, recruitment costs and wasted
time.
In a survey of 1,000 small businesses
commissioned by Sandler Training, over half
(51%) said the poor quality of applicants was
having a negative impact on recruitment. Other
causes were poor judgement (27%) and a rushed
recruitment process (11%).
Even so, only one in four (28%) small business
owners conducts three or more interviews before
offering a job, with 25% hiring after just one
interview. Most (47%) interview applicants twice
before offering a role.
Shaun Thomson, CEO of Sandler Training
(UK), said: “The cost of investing in a robust
interview process is much lower than the cost
of a bad hire. By building a recruitment strategy
that incorporates assessments, which will give
information into candidates’ attitudes and
how they should be questioned in interviews,
businesses can ensure they get insight into
whether they would be a good fit before an offer
is made – avoiding the repercussions of bad hire.”
www.uk.sandler.com

The Month In Employment Law
Kirsty Senior, Co-Founder
and Director of HR
software and support
service citrusHR, highlights
recent developments in
employment law and how
they might affect your
business…

www.citrushr.com
PRINTITRESELLER.UK

1. Verbal assurances and employment contracts –
which take precedence?
This came to our attention via an Employment Appeal
Tribunal (EAT) case, which had first been brought to the
European Human Rights Court, where an employee tried
to argue that verbal assurances given in the recruitment
process were not fulfilled, even though they weren't
included in the (signed and agreed) employment contract.
In the end, whatever is in the contract will always
take precedence. However, to avoid the time and hassle
of employment tribunals, it is prudent to include a clause
within your contract clearly stating that your written contract
overrules any claims made during the recruitment process.
If you have agreed some pre-conditions with the recruit,
you should include these within the contract and ensure
that they read through and understand it thoroughly before
signing.
2. The government’s new Fit For Work scheme
If any of your employees have been off sick for longer than
four (continuous) weeks, then this will apply to you.
The government has planned to introduce a new
scheme, which should come into effect in late 2014, to help

employees on long-term sick leave get back into work. This
will work on the basis of an assessment of the employee
by an occupational health professional, and then advice via
phone or on the web as to what they should do next. Going
through this process saves employers time and money, and
a Return To Work plan will be shared with the employer to
help give them information on the process.
If you can’t accommodate a Return To Work plan, you
have to give good business justification as to why not or
risk a discrimination claim.
If you don’t think you can accommodate it and are
considering implementing a capability procedure, it may
be worth waiting for the Return To Work plan to be issued
before starting any formal processes.
3. Holiday pay and overtime
This has been widely covered, but the final word on the
subject is yet to be set in stone. Until that time, there are
some things to consider if you have been giving regular
overtime to your employees. I would suggest looking at
ways to restructure overtime, commission, bonuses etc. to
reduce and (hopefully) remove the impact of paying more
by holiday pay.
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YOUR BUSINESS : PRODUCTION PRINT

In The Future of Digital Printing to 2024, Smithers Pira
forecasts a 250% increase in the value of the global digital
printing over the next ten years. Here we explore the
opportunities in production print for the channel and explain
how non-specialists can make the transition.

Supporting
growth
One hundred and fifty trillion pages
are produced worldwide today using
production print technology, only 2%
of which is printed digitally [Smithers
Pira 2012]. “So, yes, there is a growth
opportunity,” said Kevin O’Donnell,
Marketing Manager, Graphic
Communications Operations Europe
for Xerox. “But do remember that
growing markets are also the most
competitive.”
He added: “Resellers moving into
the production print space will find both
volume and specialist resellers, as well as
manufacturers’ sales teams present. That
said, traditional high-end office printing
devices do share similar DNA to the lowerend production systems, so the technology
can be familiar to resellers. Beware the
need, though, for colour management,
broader paper formats and types and new
data stream management, as all these are
highly relevant, as is an ability to provide
production class finishing and fulfilment.”
Andrew Harris, European & UK
Professional Print Marketing Manager,
Canon UK & Europe, agrees that both the
professional print and wide format markets
represent a growth opportunity for its
partners, due to growing digital volumes
and new applications driven by digital print
technology.
“Canon knows this, not only through
its own experiences and the successes
of its partners across Europe, but also
through analysing independent research,
which demonstrates the growth in digital
print and the opportunity it represents
for both the Print Service Provider (PSP)
and the reseller/partner. For example,
the InfoTrends Western European Digital
Production Printing Application Forecast
Report shows that digital print volumes
will grow significantly between 2011
and 2016, driven by applications such
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as publishing and general promotional
materials,” he said.
This argument is supported by Canon’s
own Insight Report, Building Your Future
with Print, which reveals that 67% of PSPs
believe the biggest revenue growth in the
next five years will be in digital colour. The
report also highlights an increase in the
number of print buyers using digital print
applications (from 2012 to 2014).
Making the transition
“A decision to move into any new market
shouldn’t be taken lightly,” warned
O’Donnell. He said that prospective
entrants should ask themselves if they have
the skills, capability, coverage and focus
not just to place three or four systems,
but to build a profitable and sustainable
business.
He said: “There is a different skill set
required to break into and sustain in this
market, so in my mind the opportunity
should either be organic, building on
existing skills and client relationships, or by
partnering or acquiring a complementary
business.”
According to Harris, the skill set
question is one that can only be fully
answered on a reseller by reseller basis,
as some resellers may already possess the
knowledge and skills to sell in this arena.
“However the professional print market
does differ from the office market and,
of course, requires a detailed knowledge
of not only the products and available
solutions, but the customers’ needs and
requirements,” he said.
He added: “When selling into Graphic
Arts or CRD, it is imperative that the
reseller understands their business needs
and challenges, as well as the market
trends and opportunities that will affect
their print operations now and in the
future.”

Kevin O’Donnell,
Marketing
Manager,
Graphic
Communications
Operations
Europe,
Xerox

Andrew Harris,
European & UK
Professional
Print Marketing
Manager,
Canon UK &
Europe

Vendor support
Given the complexity of the products
involved, it is essential that vendors
support their partners. Naturally, both
Xerox and Canon continue to develop their
capabilities in this area.
“Xerox’s partnering programmes
provide a range of both training and
ongoing support for businesses looking to
enter the production print market,” said
O’Donnell.
From Canon’s perspective, Harris said:
“We have developed a professional print
learning curriculum to support our partners
in developing their skills and achieve
success, focusing not only on products
and solutions, but also helping them to
understand the market space and their
customer requirements.”
He added: “We also have a team of
specialists available, from a dedicated
professional print business development
manager to a team of product, solutions
and customer specialists. What is vital is
that we also give our partners the tools
to differentiate their approach and enable
them to build long-term partnerships
with their customers. Tools such as
independently commissioned market
insights, which cover the views of both
buyers and print service providers, business
analysis tools for Graphic Arts and CRD
customers and business development
programs are in place to help the PSP drive
their print operation forward and embrace
new opportunities.”
www.xerox.co.uk, www.canon.co.uk

01732 759725

small title
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YOUR BUSINESS : T360

Solutions in the round
Around 80 dealer principals and business owners joined Toshiba TEC at its most
recent T360 dealer event at the Celtic Manor Resort in Newport
Solutions took centre stage at
Toshiba's latest T360 event held on
November 20 at the Celtic Manor
Resort, highlighting changing
priorities for the print channel.
Toshiba TEC marketing director Jeremy
Spencer said: “We felt it would be a great
opportunity to impress upon dealer principals
and business owners how important
solutions is becoming. We are all seeing print
volumes and the price per page go down.
It’s about trying to open up their eyes to the
sales opportunities and where else revenue
can be generated particularly in services.”
He added: “The ethos of T360 is that
it's supposed to be a 360 degree view of
business opportunity. That’s really what
we were trying to do: we put solutions,
business pain points and customer
challenges front and foremost. The
hardware played second fiddle.”
There was a strong education element
to the day. In addition to an exhibition of
solutions from Toshiba and third parties,

there were workshops with Gartner on
software and services and the changing
nature of the customer, and an informative
session on social media and how that can
be used to interact with customers.
“We talk to customers about reducing
print volume and working smarter and
the upshot is that fewer pages are being
printed,” explained Spencer. “We want
to show our dealers where else they can
engage with their customers. How they
can articulate their proposition to their
customers. How they can understand the
right questions to ask customers with
regards to the challenges they have within
business, taking into account the changing
persona of the customer.
“These days the customer is very techsavvy and you tend to find that a lot of
strategies adopted by companies are driven
by the users and their desire to work in
a more flexible and mobile manner,” he said.
To help dealers meet this need, Toshiba
TEC offers a full portfolio of solutions

We are all
seeing print
volumes and
the price
per page go
down.

covering print and document management,
as well as related areas, such as energy
management – all backed up by Toshiba’s
professional services, ICT and training teams.
Spencer said: “We have a very proactive marketing approach. It’s about
understanding our dealers; what their
skills and competencies are; and where
they wish to drive their business. It’s really
about understanding what sort of support
they need in order to reach their end goal.
We’ll put in place education and training
programmes, and we’ve also got the
master programme because we are big on
professionalising sales. It’s about making
our dealers have a more engaging and more
rewarding relationship with Toshiba.”

TOTAL VOLUME PLAN - SIMPLICITY MEETS PRINT
Total Volume Plan is a transparent business print solution. It gives your customers a single cost per print, for an agreed number of
prints. This cost covers all equipment hire and service charges for their entire print fleet.
Easy to sell: no upfront costs to put your customers off
Less work for you: we take care of collecting the money from the customer (then pay the service charge to you) so you can utilise
your valuable resources elsewhere
Build better customer relationships: visibility of your customers’ evolving print requirements puts you in a stronger position to
win more business
To learn more about how Total Volume Plan can help you achieve your goals, please contact Chris Cowell on 07966 114245,
or email chris.cowell@uk.bnpparibas.com.
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YOUR BUSINESS : OKI

OKI celebrates
30 Years in Europe
OKI employees came together in Athens in November to
celebrate the company’s first 30 years in Europe
In November, OKI employees from
across the EMEA region came
together in Athens to celebrate the
establishment of the company’s first
European office in 1984 in Dusseldorf,
Germany and to relive 30 years of
innovation, including the launch of
Europe’s first LED printer in 1989.
Today, the company has offices in 23
European countries and operates in 60
countries within EMEA.
At the event, Terry Kawashima,
managing director, OKI Europe Ltd, said:
“We are incredibly proud of OKI’s significant
contribution to the EMEA printer market
over the last 30 years and the major
product breakthroughs we have achieved.
Our continued roadmap of innovation
and strong European partner links have
been fundamental to our success and will
doubtless help us to accomplish our vision
for future growth.”
By the late 1980s, robust and stable
serial impact dot matrix (SIDM) printers
were still the most widely used print
technology. However, there was also a
growing need for fast, quiet, high-quality
printers for a new generation of office
PC users. In 1989, to meet this need OKI
launched the first LED desktop office
printers – the OL400 and OL800.
In 1990, the acquisition of Technitron,
one of the biggest European multi-national
distributors, proved to be a defining moment
for the EMEA organisation, creating a
network of sales offices throughout Europe,
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driving business growth in the region and
building the foundations of OKI Europe today.
With it, the OKI Europe group expanded
its geographical coverage beyond Germany
to Technitron sales subsidiaries in an
additional seven countries – the UK, Ireland,
the Netherlands, Denmark, Norway, Sweden
and Italy – tripling printer sales in the region.
Other significant milestones in OKI
Europe’s 30-year history include:
• 1995: The OKIPage 4w, the world’s
smallest printer with a footprint the size of a
piece of A4 paper.
• 1998: The OKIPage 8c, OKI’s first digital
LED colour printer with print speeds two
times faster than competitors.
• 1999: OKIFAX5750/5950, the world’s first
real-time internet fax.
• 2003: OKI C5000 Series, a groundbreaking portfolio of small workgroup colour
printers.
• 2004: OKI C3000 Series, bringing fast,
affordable desktop colour to European users.
• 2005: C5500 MFP, the world’s first A4
colour MFP.
• 2006: C8600, Europe’s smallest and most
affordable A3 colour page printer at half the
size and half the price of its competitors.
• 2009: OKI Europe introduces the
industry’s first standard three-year warranty.
• 2012: C711WT and C920WT, the world’s
first digital LED White Toner Printers.
• 2013: ES9541, the industry’s first
digital LED 5 colour A3 Printer is launched,
followed by the OKI MB700/MC700 with
embedded open platform for improved
document management and Smart
Managed Document Solutions, OKI Europe’s
MPS programme.

We are
incredibly
proud
of OKI's
significant
contribution
to the EMEA
printer
market over
the last
30 years...

• 2014: Launch of the Shinrai Partner
Programme, OKI’s first pan-European partner
programme.
“OKI has a fantastic heritage of
product innovation,” said Kawashima.
“We have always placed the customer at the
forefront of our innovations and developed
technology to address issues they may not
realise they even had. Our latest white toner
LED printers and 5 colour printer – the
ES9541 – are recent examples of how we
continue to exceed customers’ expectations.
“Over the past 30 years, OKI Europe’s
dedicated team, along with our strong
partner network of distributors and resellers,
have helped the business overcome some
tough challenges and grow to become
a market leader. The fact that they have
continued to drive OKI’s product innovations
has been key to our ongoing success.”
For further information on OKI Europe’s
30 years of innovation, please visit
www.okieurope.com/30YearsInnovation.
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YOUR BUSINESS : RECRUITMENT

“An investment in Knowledge pays the Best Interest “– Benjamin Franklin

Recruitment and the IT Reseller:

The Renaissance of
Recruitment

More and more companies now engage their own internal recruitment teams
or, at the very least, task managers with finding their own recruits, so is
the importance of the specialist recruiter on the wane? In the third part of
his series on recruitment, Spencer Taylor draws some interesting parallels
between professional recruiters and IT resellers
As discussed in previous issues, an
effective recruitment strategy and wellfunded resource behind it can deliver
the quickest and most dynamic results,
enabling the most bullish of business
plans to be executed with ease.
But what if your business doesn’t
have the funding to support in-house
recruitment? What if no one in your
company has the expertise and know-how
to approach and attract good people? What
if you make do with people who are not as
good as you deserve, just because you are
unaware of the calibre of individuals out
there in the market?
What is the cost of outsourcing
services and solutions?
The majority of IT Resellers will at some
stage try to demonstrate to their prospects
that using a particular device or piece of
hardware will benefit them in a number of
ways. Combine some software to create
a solution and not only do we now have
a value-add benefit, but the savings that
will accrue over time can be demonstrated
with a detailed Return On Investment
breakdown.
This is the Holy Grail for all salesmen:
the opportunity to engage, sell a solution
and demonstrate cost savings to their client,
while making a significant profit for their
employer and a fair commission for their
efforts. Win Win Win.
It’s then easy to articulate and overcome
the standard objections:
n “Of course it may cost more quarterly
than you currently pay, but look at the
savings long-term!”

Ultimately,
there is no
reliable way
to determine
what the
intangible
costs are
of doing
your own
recruitment.

Spencer Taylor is Director of Blackrock Search.
He can be contacted on 07875 108999 or 01892 527054.
uk.linkedin.com/in/spencertaylor1
www.blackrocksearch.co.uk
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n “Of course the new solution may be
more expensive, but it will do more, save
you more and make you more money!”
n “Of course you can buy hardware
and software online, but how much of
your time will it take trying to source the
correct product? What if what you buy
isn’t compatible with what you have? Who
will you need to pay to set up the new
equipment? What are the guarantees?
What if it all goes wrong? How much time
will you waste that should be spent creating
opportunities for your business?”
The same could be said about your
recruitment.
Time is Money
The UK Recruitment industry had a turnover
of £26 billion in 2013, of which £2.4 billion
was spent on Permanent Placements. It
provides a professional sales and service
environment that can be delivered in a
bespoke fashion to facilitate the singular
requirements of every single business. It can
be tailored to suit most budgets. And from
an outsourcing perspective, using a reliable,
independent third party supplier allows
you to maintain flexibility and agility in an
increasingly competitive market.
Recruitment is as simple or as complex
as you need it to be. In its simplest form,
the process goes like this:
1. 	Write a Job description and create
awareness.
2. 	Advertise the job locally, on job boards,
network etc.

3. Wait and hope
4. Manage the advertising response
5. 	Remove the Lunatic Fringe from the
applicants
6. 	Speak to the candidates you think may
be suitable
7. Sell the opportunity
8. 	Reject and progress applicants
accordingly
9. Arrange interviews
10. Make Job Offer
11. Wonder if there might be somebody
better out there and wish you had
the time, energy, resources and/or
knowledge to attract them
12. Start New Employee
13. Train and Develop
14. Cross Fingers
At any point you could – and probably
will – be sent back to point 1 and have to
repeat the process.
What is the TRUE cost of outsourcing
Recruitment Services?
Using a third party to deliver your
recruitment is arguably as simple and
obvious a choice as a Prospect’s decision to
use your services for their IT Solutions.
The fact is recruiters do the same thing
day-in and day-out. Good recruiters have
integrity; they embed themselves in their
chosen industry; and they understand the
sector and the companies within it. They
build a reliable and robust network of
clients and candidates and they continually
learn.
Ultimately, there is no reliable way to
determine what the intangible costs are
of doing your own recruitment. You will
need to sacrifice time that should be spent
delivering sales. You will invest energy in
learning new skills, but seldom master
them. You will have some great successes
and some crushing failures. But as long as
your business goals are achieved, you win.
Just bear in mind, the next time you are
on the new employee acquisition trail, that
as in IT Reselling there are specialists out
there who can source what you are looking
for and tailor that solution to your specific
business requirement; they can save you
time on sourcing a commodity that is at
the heart of all businesses; they will do the
grunt work to remove the Lunatic Fringe
from the process; and they do guarantee
that if something doesn’t work properly
they will work with you to fix it. It costs
nothing to have a look…..
Be Mindful. Be diligent. There are still
some Sharks out there….
Recruiters and IT Resellers: we’re not so
different after all…….

01732 759725

YOUR BUSINESS : DEALER PROFILE

MPS presents new
opportunity for Phoenix
Managed Services
PITR caught up with Gary Kane, Director of Phoenix Managed
Services, a single source provider of FM managed services and
supplies. Here he talks about the firm’s go-to-market strategy,
diversification and planned expansion into the MPS arena.
Formerly sales director and co-owner
of an office products reseller, ten
years ago Kane knew that he didn’t
want to focus solely on selling
office products. “I wanted people to
see beyond paperclips and saw an
opportunity to move the business on,
taking it in a totally new direction. It
was time for me to move on,” he said.
“I had an idea that I knew was going to
be a winner. Rather than simply supplying
the products customers request on an
ad-hoc basis, I saw a massive opportunity
in providing a complete managed service
for customers across the board. By offering
them a complete one-stop-shop for anything
and everything they might need for their
office, we reduce the number of vendors they
use and the volume of invoices processed,
freeing up valuable time and saving money.”
“We work at Financial Director level, and
they get it. They understand the value that
our approach brings to the bottom line,”
Kane said.
A clear vision
Renting a corner in an office, Kane started
by hitting the streets. After a year the
business had grown sufficiently to take on
more staff. “We had a clear vision of where
we wanted to be. Albeit, in the beginning
we did grab what we could,” he said.
“However, that got us a foot in the door to
pitch our unique offering.”
“Even now we are a purposefully lean
organisation,” explained Kane. “For us,
reducing the cost-to-serve is central to
remaining competitive and profitable. By
conducting an initial audit across each
customer’s entire business, from the print
fleet, IT infrastructure, volume of paper, right
down to the number of pens and pads they
use, we’re able to exactly determine their
requirements.”
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need and that makes life much simpler for
them and for us.”
Phoenix Managed Services also puts a
predictive delivery schedule in place for each
customer, a move that reduces the number
of vehicles out on deliveries. Reducing
environmental impact is a key USP for the
company. It provides a closed loop recycling
system and is a zero-to-landfill business.
“We can also help our clients work towards
this goal, as part of our service includes
waste collection,” said Kane.

This personal approach and attention
to detail is fundamental to the Phoenix
Managed Services proposition and is one
reason why the company doesn’t sell online.
“It might seem strange in this day
and age but it’s all about maintaining
relationships,” said Kane. “We provide a
stock checking service and this gets us in
front of each customer on a regular basis.
This lets us see what they’re buying and
gives us a fighting chance of getting it all.
It also ensures that we dramatically reduce
the number of ad hoc products and services
they require on a next-day basis. If we do
our job right, they’ve got everything they

Gary Kane,
Director,
Phoenix Managed
Services

Our Unique CLEAR Advantage

Our Closed Loop Environmentally
Approved Recycling (CLEAR)
programme is completely revolutionary.
This forms a huge part of our service
offering and is unique to us.
Through basic recycling principles we offer you
a complete recycling programme, so every item
we supply into your premises we have a system to
collect and recycle it. From a soft drink can to
WEEE collections through to pallets, light bulbs and
general waste.
This is an enormous area with the opportunity to
make huge financial savings along with the
reassurance together we can
make a positive and
carbon friendly
difference.

• WEEE Waste
Collections
• Office Consumables
Recycling
• Confidential Shredding
• General Waste
Collections & Recycling
• Specialist Waste
Recycling

Bespoke
Products

• Printed Stationery
• Marketing &
Promotional items
• Corporate Clothing
• Social Media
Management
• Large Format Digital
Production
• Office Interior
Refurbishment
• Office Furniture
• Relocation Service
• Handyman Service

• Vending & Beverage
Machines
• Kitchen & Catering
• Office Cleaning
Services
• Cleaning & Hygiene
Supplies
• Washroom Services
• White Goods

• Managed Print Services
• Franking & Mailing
Equipment
• Audio Visual Solutions
• IT Managed Services
• IT Hardware & Storage

Office
Products

• General Stationery
• Packaging Supplies
• Paper Products
• Printer Supplies
• Technology Products

Workplace
Safety

• Workwear & PPE
• First Aid Supplies
• Fire Safety
• Premises
Management Items
• PAT Testing
• Health & Safety
Training courses

Our Service & Power
Our service is purely client driven; we are
firm believers that we treat each and
every client the way we like to
be treated ourselves, a simple but
effective way of ensuring we offer
outstanding service levels in every
department.

By offering a friendly and reliable approach
we have built long lasting relationships with
both clients and suppliers forming many
strong alliances. And as members of many
purchasing groups we have global buying
power in excess of £6.2b spread over the
30 different services and supplies.

Diversification
The past two years have seen the business
segment its services into seven distinct
areas: waste collection; IT; staff welfare;
bespoke products; office products;
workplace safety; and work space. The
supply and installation of printers, supplies,
IT hardware and support are not new areas
for the business, but the potential to provide
a complete managed print service is one
that they want to develop further.
To help deliver MPS, Kane is looking to
partner with a number of MPS specialists.
“We’ve enjoyed several successful
partnerships with companies who are
experts in their industries. That’s worked
for us, which is why it is the pattern we will
adopt to introduce a complete managed
print service,” he said.
“We’ve had our fingers burned in the
past, which is why we’ve appointed an
MPS specialist with a brief to really build
on our heritage as a trusted supply partner.
Customer service is central to all we do
and if a partner messes up then you’re
vulnerable. That’s why it’s essential that we
have our own in-house expert to manage
and oversee the entire proposition.”
He added: “We’ve done the audits and
we know what our clients are spending
on hardware and supplies. MPS offers a
massive opportunity for us to grow. We’re
in a position of consultative strength. We’ve
got the whole picture – we’re not second
guessing – and that’s a great place to be in.”
www.phoenixmsl.co.uk
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AND FINALLY

The Last Word
Win a Philips
PicoPix mini projector

Register online
To receive your regular FREE printed copy of Print.IT Reseller
Magazine simply fill in our online registration form at
www.printitreseller.uk/register

Just spot the 10 differences between the
two images – list them and email us along
with exactly what you would use a PICO
mini projector for, along with your name,
company name, contact details and address to:
competition@printitreseller.uk

Philips PicoPix PPX 3410
This small and light pocket projector
can easily be connected to various
devices, an SD card or a USB stick
to access your data. The addition
of an integrated media player and
embedded office viewer makes this
PicoPix truly versatile.

COMING SOON...
n Printing and the planet: is sustainability a selling point
once more?
n E-invoicing: what are the opportunities?
n Printers in Education: How to tap this lucrative market.
If you would like to contribute to these or any other articles,
please contact James Goulding by email at
james@printitreseller.uk

The prize draw will be held on the 30/01/15 and the winner will be the first correct
entry pulled out of a hat. The winner will be notified by email.

We recruit across the following disciplines
Blackrock Search is a Specialist
Recruitment Provider of personnel
into the Managed Print Solutions,
Document Management and IT
Reseller marketplace.
Our client portfolio ranges from
start-ups, to established SMEs and
Fortune 500 companies.
We have long standing relationships
with our clients who know they can put
their trust in us to find the right people
for them.
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Sales
n Telesales, Pre-Sales, Field Sales, Technical Sales, Enterprise and
Solution Sales, Production Print Sales, Sales Management

Consultancy
n Contract and Services Managers, Solutions Architects, Bid Team,
Facilities Managers, T&D Specialists, Project Managers

Technical
n Service Engineers, Print Room Operations and Management

Outsourcing and Document Services
We also provide consultative support to business throughout the recruitment
process including On Site Client Interviewing on Behalf of the Client

www.blackrocksearch.co.uk

t: 01892 527054
01732 759725

CHANNEL DIRECTORY

Top Distributors & Manufacturers
and Key Diary Dates
020 7531 2828

www.betadistribution.com

Beta Distribution is one the UK’s fastest growing ‘trade only’ IT
Distributors with a portfolio of over 8,000 products. Including
Consumables, Audio Visual, Data Storage, Hardware, Photo and
Office Products. Knowledgeable Account Managers, consistently
competitive pricing and high services levels make Beta the
supplier of choice for over 2,000 Resellers monthly.

0844 980 8000

www.voweurope.com

VOW is the UK and Ireland’s leading wholesaler of business
products, distributing over 24,000 products from its three
automated distribution centres in England and Ireland to
over 4,000 resellers and customers.

@MidwichLtd
01379 649200 www.midwich.com
At Midwich we have a passion for progress – 24/7 access to
stock availability, product information, special offers, online
ordering and your own trade pricing.

@IngramMicroUK
0871 973 3000 www.ingrammicro.co.uk
Ingram Micro is the world’s largest technology distributor and
the number one distributor for print in the UK, offering and
supporting the broadest portfolio of hardware, supplies and
print solutions.

January 2015
06 – 09
Las Vegas, NV

Westcoast Ltd established for over 25 years distributes leading
IT brands to a broad range of Resellers, Retailers and Office
Product Dealers in the UK.

@ExertisAdvent
0871 222 3844

www.exertisadvent.co.uk

Based at our purpose built distribution centre in Elland, West
Yorkshire we are a specialist trade only distributor of printer
supplies and data storage media.

@Northamberplc
020 8296 7066

www.northamber.com

Northamber is the longest established trade-only distributor
of IT equipment in the UK. Since 1980, Northamber has been
your partner in IT distribution. Today we are widely recognised
as the largest UK owned trade-only distributor in our industry.

@Tech_Data
01256 788 000

www.techdata.co.uk

Tech Data is one of the leading distributors of IT,
communications, consumer electronics products and services in
the UK. We offer our customers specialist support in key areas
of the market, underpinned by exceptional product choice.
PRINTITRESELLER.UK

Toshiba TEC UK Imaging Systems Ltd is a leading
supplier of information technology and office
equipment products ranging from printers and
multifunctional systems to fax machines and digital
document management products.

CES

@OKIUK

www.cesweb.org

www.oki.co.uk
Oki manufactures innovative digital LED printers and
multifunctional devices and provides smart managed
document services to the channel.

21– 24
Excel, London

Bett Show

www.betttshow.com

www.ricoh.co.uk
In a nutshell, we are a total document and IT solutions
provider. We offer a range of services tailored to your
specific needs, from streamlining costs, to enhancing
business processes and increasing staff productivity.

March 2015
16 – 20
Hannover,
Germany

@KYOCERADUK

CeBIT

www.cebit.de/en

www.kyoceradocumentsolutions.co.uk

June 2015

One of the world’s leading document output management
companies, KYOCERA Document Solutions manufactures
and markets monochrome and colour network printers,
multifunctional products (MFPs) and a portfolio of software
solutions.

24
Ibis London
Earls Court (ILEC)

@brother_UK

aiim Forum UK
www.aiimforum.co.uk

@Westcoast_UK
0118 912 6000 www.westcoast.co.uk

01932 580100 www.toshibatec.co.uk

@DevelopUK

www.brother.co.uk
Brother’s focus is on providing you with devices whose
quality is unmatched by any other manufacturer. From
our lasers and inkjets, to our A3, label and mobile
devices, all our printers are built with both the customer
and the environment in mind.

0844 980 0377 www.dsales.eu
DSales (UK) Ltd is the exclusive UK distributor for the
DEVELOP range of digital multifunctional devices,
supplying through a national network of independent
office equipment dealers. Based in West Yorkshire, DSales
are entirely independent and have grown rapidly to
become the largest DEVELOP distributorship in the world.

@ExertisMicroP
N: (01282) 776776 S: (01256) 707070
www.exertismicro-p.co.uk
Welcome to Exertis Micro-P a true value-added IT
Distributor dedicated to helping you grow your business.

www.samsung.co.uk
As a truly global organisation with an extensive range
of award-winning products and a firm commitment to
eco-friendly practice, it should come as no surprise that
we are ranked second in the world for A4 mono and
colour laser printing. Our highly competitive product
range meets all business needs across mono, colour,
single-function and multi-function laser devices.

www.sharp.co.uk
Sharp make business equipment that is market leading
and award winning this is why we keep innovating, to
provide efficient reliable and cost effective solutions for
our customers ever changing business needs.

01908 547980 www.olivetti.com
Olivetti, established in 1908, is widely acknowledged
as Europe’s leading office products manufacturer.
Olivetti’s extensive product portfolio provides its
dealer network with a full complement of innovative
solutions includes award-winning business colour and
mono MFPs, desktop printers, tablets and laptop PCs,
educational whiteboards, retail and hospitality Cash
register and EPOS systems and solutions for banking
and finance document and signature management.

www.lexmark.com
With our extensive understanding of technology and
unique, industry-specific knowledge gained from developing custom output solutions for thousands of organisations, Lexmark has the expertise to help you uncover
hidden opportunities in your output environment and
implement strategies and processes to streamline the
flow of information in your business
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small title

CRN Award-winner delivers

£40

Reseller
Cashback

with our Fujitsu fi-7160
and fi-7260 Workgroup
Document Scanners
Efficient. Smoothly scan batches of documents quickly
and accurately into your business processes
Reliable. Innovative paper feeding
and protection mechanisms ensure
seamless processing
Intelligent. Minimise user interaction
through automated hardware and software based
image enhancement tools
Intuitive. PaperStream Capture and
PaperStream IP for high-performance batch
scanning and image enhancement
ORDER: FUSC7160
ORDER: FUSC7260

£Call
trade ex VAT

Best-in-class for cost/performance
— top scanning speeds
High quality
image
enhancement

Enhanced
capture

Talk to Northamber, the award-winning imaging
and document management experts on 020 8287 3000
Reseller cashback applies to fi-7160 and fi-7260 purchased between 1/12/14 and 28/02/15. The closing date for receipt of claims is midnight on Monday 30/03/15. Terms and conditions apply.

VAR

Totalmarketing™

linkedin.com/company/
northamber
Totallogistics™

Totaltraining™

Totalfinance™

Totalconfig™

t: 020 8296 7066 w: northamber.com
22

twitter.com/
Northamberplc

northamber
Total Distribution™
01732 759725

©Northamber
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